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ABSTR A CT
Techniques for Document Image Processing
in Compressed Domain

by

Shulan Deng

Dr. Shahram Latifi, E xam ination Committee C hair
Professor of Electrical and C om puter Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The m ain objective for image compression is usually considered th e minimiza
tion of storage space. However, as the need to frequently access images increases,
it is becoming more im portant for people to process the compressed representation
directly. In this work, the techniques th a t can be applied directly and efficiently to
digital information encoded by a given compression algorithm are investigated. Loss
less compression schemes and information processing algorithms for binary document
images and tex t d a ta are two closely related areas bridged together by th e fast pro
cessing of coded d a ta . T he compressed dom ains, which have been addressed in this
work, i.e., the ITU fax standards and JBIG standard, are two m ajor schemes used for
document compression. Based on ITU Group IV, a modified coding scheme, MG4,
which explores the 2-dimensional correlation between scan lines, is developed. From
th e viewpoints of compression efficiency and processing flexibihty of image opera
tions, the MG4 coding principle and its feature-preserving behavior in the compressed
domain are investigated and examined. Two popular coding schemes in the area of
iii
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bi-level image compression, nm -length and Group IV, are studied and compared with
M G4 in the three aspects of compression complexity, compression ratio, and feasibil
ity of compressed-domain alg o rith m s . In particular, for the operations of connected
com ponent extraction, skew detection, and rotation, MG4 shows a significant speed
advantage over conventional algorithms. Some useful techniques for processing the
JB IG encoded images directly in the compressed dom ain, or concurrently while they
are being decoded, are proposed and generalized.
In th e second p a rt of this work, the possibility of facilitating image processing
in th e wavelet transform dom ain is investigated. T he textured images can be distin
guished from each other by examining their wavelet transform s. The basic idea is th at
highly textured regions can be segmented using feature vectors extracted from high
frequency bands based on the observation th a t tex tu red images have large energies in
b o th high and middle frequencies while images in which the grey level varies smoothly
are heavily dom inated by the low-frequency channels in the wavelet transform domain.
As a result, a new m ethod is developed and im plem ented to detect textures and ab
norm alities existing in docum ent images by using polynomial wavelets. Segmentation
experim ents indicate th a t this approach is superior to other traditional methods in
term s of memory space and processing time.

IV
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CHAPTER 1

IN TRO D U CTIO N
1.1

Document Images and Document Analysis

Due to the progress in computer and communication technology, documents are
increasingly scanned and stored in digital form. The explosion of digital d ata on the
nation’s inform ation superhighways brings out a series of problems such as how to
collect, transm it, store, and organize inform ation so th at necessary access to these
data is possible. T he workload will be reduced if the data can be compressed before
hand and then be processed in such way th a t useful characteristics of the compression
techniques can be taken advantage of.
Textual objects and images constitute a significant portion of digital information.
This dissertation is concerned with the advanced techniques of compressed-domain
processing for docum ent images. As we know, documents are p art of our daily hfe
and include newspapers, books, memos, m anuals, business letters, reports, faxes, etc.
They m ay be captured and digitized from a video source using an Analog to Digital
Converter (ADC) device.

Obtained digital images consist of an array of picture

elements (pixels) resulting from the regular sampUng of an analog image. Figure 1.1
presents a typical bilevel document image, which shows th at document images contain
mostly printed and aligned text.
As many paper documents have been transm itted, received via fax machine, and
stored digitally in document databases, people need to view and print them, and
more im portantly, analyze them. Much research was performed to read text, find
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fields, or locate lines or some particular symbols in a given document image or a
given document database. Commercial systems are built to conduct these tasks.
T he field of docum ent image analysis has grown rapidly in recent years. T he first
reason for this growth is due to th e increasing accuracy rates of omnifont and hand
print optical character recognition (OCR), which results directly from the progress
in document image analysis. Secondly, decreasing costs for the com putational power
such as fast computers, larger com puter memory and inexpensive scanners, make it
possible to run some sophisticated algorithms. Lastly, with the emergence of new
application areas such as the W orld Wide Web (W W W ) and digital libraries, more
and more information is stored, propagated, and processed in digital form.
Document images are usually analyzed in the following steps. First, pixel-level
processing is performed after a document image is obtained by digital scanning. At
this level, the processing includes operations th a t are appHed to all image pixels; for
instance, noise removal, image enhancement, and segm entation of image components
into text and graphics. T hen we proceed to feature-level processing, which treats
groups of pixels as entities such as line and curve detection and shape description.
The objective of document image analysis is to recognize the text and graphics com
ponents in images and extract the intended information as a hum an would. Therefore,
document processing can be broken down into two categories, i.e., textual process
ing and graphics processing. The former deals w ith the text p art of images. The
concerned problems can be recognizing the text by OCR technique, determining the
skew, or finding columns, paragraphs, text lines and words. The latte r involves the
nontextual fines and symbol components th at make up fine diagrams, logos and so
on. Figure 1.2 illustrates such a classification.
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Figure 1.2: A Hierarchy of D ocum ent-Processing Subcategories
1.2

Document Analysis in Compressed Domain

Data compression techniques have been widely used to store and exchange digital
information [57, 76]. T he basic goal of image compression is to convert an original
sampled high b it image into a compressed form w ith a low bit rate.

Under the

available storage or communication capacity, image compression achieves the best
possible quality. T he need for d a ta compression is evident. W ithout compression,
a letter sized docum ent image sampled at 300dpi would need about 2 Megabytes of
space to store. T his is true whether or not th e image contains a single line or 20
lines. It would tak e 2.5 minutes to tran sm it it over a 56A” bits per second telephone
line. However, only several kbytes for storage and several seconds for transmission
via the same line are needed using an efficient compression technique on the image.
Moreover, compressed images have their own advantages over original images. The
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resulting benefits are show n in a num ber of ways:
• Compression conserves storage space so th at larger inventories are allowed. Fur
thermore, lower d a ta rate means reducing the transm ission bandwidth.
• Good compression techniques make progressive transm ission possible and pro
duce an increasingly good reconstructed image.
• Compression system can m ean reduced signal processing.
• Compression system can incorporate encryption for d a ta security.
Figure 1.3 presents a lossless compression system for image d a ta . The compression
system consists of two components:
1. Transformation or decomposition: This process takes in th e original d ata as
input and transform s or decomposes it into symbols which can be encoded
efficiently. T he basic function of this step is to reduce d a ta dependency (decor
relation) .
2. Symbol encoding: Symbols are encoded as a variable- or fixed-length code.

Original
Image Data

Decompostion
or
Transform

Compressed
Symbol Encoding
Image Data

Figure 1.3: A Lossless Compression System

The data compression research is mainly focused on im proving compression ratio
under a fixed quality of images recovered from lossy or lossless compression meth
ods. Traditionally, im age processing research deals w ith raw (uncompressed) data.
This work attem pts to bridge d a ta compression and inform ation processing together,
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propose algorit hm s for the direct processing of images compressed by sta n d ard tech
niques, an d mo*re importantly, prom ote a new way of thinking.
Usually, wh«en people want to browse or process th e information stored in a com
pressed form o o a disk, it needs to be loaded into m ain memory, get decompressed,
and then be pirocessed according to th e type of operation needed. T he processed
information cam th en be compressed an d stored back on the disk.
Suppose th e d a ta could be processed in its compressed form; two steps including
decompression b e fo re processing, and compression after processing the d a ta , can es
sentially be phazsed out (see Figure 1.4), and some processing tim e would be saved.
In addition, th e I/O bandwidth can be utilized more effectively since a sm aller size
of data needs t o be accessed. Furtherm ore, less m em ory is required as opposed to
the decompresse<i d ata, which may have to be broken up and brought into memory
in pieces due to lack of sufficient m em ory space. D irect processing of images has
Compressed
S y m k c t Decoder

Symbols

Image Data

Inverse
Transformer

Raw Bit Mai Forward
Transformer
Cafterr operation)

Raw Bit Maf

Symbols

Image Operator

Symbol Encoder

Compressed
Image Data

a)
Compressed
Image Data

Symbols
S y m b o l Decoder

Symbols
Image Operator

Compressed
Symbol Encoder

Image Data

(after operation)
b)

F ig o re 1.4: Application: (a) Conventional; (b) Proposed

attracted increasecd attention recently. A n extensive H terature review in this area is
given in C hapter 2 .
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1.3

Research Problems

Generally speaking, this research investigates the following two problems:
1. develop new compression algorithm s th a t allow given operations to be rapidly
performed on compressed data.
2. develop new algorithm s for processing compressed d a ta without fuHy decom
pressing them .
The first p art of this work wül focus on lossless compression techniques and infor
m ation processing algorithm s for binary docum ent images and te x t data. Information
in compressed d a ta cannot be easily retrieved or modified w ithout decompression for
some coding schemes. It is of interest to analyze current compression technologies
and explore a new approach to document image compression th a t is efficient in both
space and time. To tran sm it and store digital d ata efficiently, a variety of d a ta com
pression algorithms have been developed. T he ITU fax standards and JBIG standard
are widely used for bilevel docum ent image compression. W hile the research body
on compression schemes is quite extensive, algorithms for retrieving and modifying
information in compressed d a ta have not been widely investigated. It is highly de
sirable to develop a new compression scheme whose compression efficiency wül be
comparable to th e traditional compression schemes. Furtherm ore, under this coding
scheme, the rapid execution of a given set of operations should be possible.
To further the effort of compressed-domain processing, th e research will concen
tra te on document images decomposed by wavelet transform s in the latter part of this
work. One operation discussed is document segmentation. M ost documents contain
graphics and images in addition to text. Therefore, we need to segment the document
images to identify text regions. Then OCR techniques can be apphed to these iso
lated regions. Wavelet transform gives a time-frequency localization of the signal and
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th e calculation of the coefficients from the signal can be carried out efficiently. Some
work on segmentation using wavelet methods has been reported in [36, 40, 51, 71].
Textured images can be distinguished from each other by examining their wavelet
transform s. Obviously, it can be used for docum ent image segmentation which is an
essential part of early docum ent analysis. T his work wül investigate a new m ethod
to detect texture and abnorm alities existing in document image by means of wavelet
analysis.
1.4

D issertation Overview

C hapter 2 introduces docum ent compression schemes and surveys related work
in the area of compressed-domain image processing. Chapter 3 first states the IT U
Croup IV coding scheme and then presents th e modified Croup IV coding scheme.
In C hapter 4, some useful techniques are presented for processing the JB IC encoded
images directly in the compressed domain or concurrently whüe they are being de
coded. Then basic concepts about wavelet transform are introduced in Chapter 5.
O ur research work on segm enting document images using wavelet m ethod and its per
formance are given in C hapter 6. C hapter 7 summarizes the results and contributions
and discusses areas worthy of future investigation.
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CHAPTER 2

DOCUM ENT IMACE COM PRESSION
This chapter briefly introduces the general field of lossless compression algorithms for
document images including facsimile compression an d JB IC algorithm. In addition,
a brief literature survey on existing compressed-domain algorithms for the above
mentioned compression schemes is presented below.
2.1

Introduction

Due to the need of reducing d ata transmission tim e and storage space, many eflScient coding schemes for bilevel images have been proposed and studied. Among such
schemes, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)^ fax standard governs
how present-day facsimile machines encode and compress images for transmission. In
addition, the more recent Joint Bilevel Image E x p erts Croup (JBIC) standard is also
designed for bilevel images although it can be used for gray scale images.
It was in the late 1970s th a t document im age compression was first regarded
as a special case of compression by ITU. Because of the emerging technologies for
document scanning and facsimile transmission, a standard for fax machines was in
demand. As a result, the IT U Croup III, th e first comprehensive standard, was
released in 1980 and amended in 1984 and 1988 [12], respectively. Croup III machines
usually spend one m inute to transm it a page of fax over the standard telephone
line. Thus this scheme worked b etter than th e earlier Croup I and Croup II fax
^ITU are formerly CCITT (the Intemationcil Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee)
and ITU-T recommendations are formerly CCITT T Recommendations.
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standards, which took about 6 and 3 minutes, respectively. In 1984 the IT U Group
IV (G4) stan d ard [13] was published, which is essentially the same as Group III
b u t is designed for error-free digital facsimile transm ission mainly on public data
networks ra th e r th a n conventional analog telephone circuits.

Group III standard

includes two coding schemes: a one-dimensional coding scheme th at trea ts each scan
line independently, and a two-dimensional coding scheme th a t explores correlation of
pixels in two successive lines. Group IV standard is a two-dimensional coding scheme,
which is sim ilar to th a t of Group III. In Group IV high compression is achieved largely
due to the reduction of two-dimensional redundancy. B oth schemes use a run-lengthbased approach. T he simpHcity of run-length codes is particularly a ttrac tiv e from
the im plem entation viewpoint.
Although the IT U fax standards provide considerable compression for m ost bilevel
docum ent images, it was found th a t one can do b e tte r by using tem plate models and
adaptive a rithm etic coding to encode the predictions. This observation led to the
design of the JB IG method, which is a standard for progressive encoding of bilevel
images. T he m ajor benefit of the JB IG [32] is th a t it achieves higher compression
efficiency of around 1.1 to 1.5 tim es b e tter compression ratio on typiceil scanned doc
um ents com pared to G4 fax compression. It also works well on halftone or dithered
images which usually frustrate the IT U fax standards. Up to 30 times b e tte r com
pression of scanned images w ith dithered images com pared to G4 fax compression
can be obtained.
The JB IG compression algorithm also offers other features as follows:
- Around 2 tim es better compression on typical 300 dpi documents com pared to
‘gzip -9’ on raw bitm aps.
- Around 3-4 tim es better compression than G IF on typical 300 dpi documents.
- Much b e tter competitive compression results on com puter generated images
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which are free of scanning distortions.
The above coding schemes offer reasonable compression. However, due to the de
velopment of im age processing techniques and increased need for accessing compressed
representations, it is most desirable to be able to acquire inform ation directly in the
compressed dom ain. Traditional algorithm s for image processing based on pixel values
are well established and offer th e flexibility to handle different documents. However,
these algorithm s are com putationally expensive since th ey are performed in the spa
tial domain. It is reasonable to consider processing im age d a ta in the compressed
domain. For instance, Mclean [43] extracts edge structure from compressed image
representations by evaluating th e prim ary edge and the secondary edge respectively
and the techniques provide b e tte r performance in comparison to other algorithms in
spatial domain.
2.2

Overview of Related W ork

Group III is a run-length-based algorithm . The algorithm s for run-length-based
coding schemes are rich, well-developed, and efficient. PavHdis proposed [48] a hybrid
algorithm for vectorization of docum ents. By analyzing the Line Adjacency Graph
(LAG) and perform ing polygonal approxim ation, characters w ith weU-defined strokes
are detected. Complex areas are vectorized by sequential thinning on pixels. Ex
tending the result of the hybrid vectorization algorithm, Pavlidis [47, 49] describes
a thinning m ethod to operate directly on the run length encoding of the bilevel im
age, which is used in the feature extractor and the docum ent recognition system.
Compress-LAG, a transform ation of the LAG is used in th e analysis. After the algo
rithm is applied on tex t images, results show it is faster by a factor of about three than
the hybrid m ethod and faster by a t least an order of m agnitude th an conventional
pixel-based thinning algorithms.
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In another work, Ronse et al.

[55] m anipulates ru n d ata efficiently by a two-

p a th im plem entation of a connected component algorithm . T he first top-down p a th
identifies equivalent classes and the second bottom -up p ath merges equivalent classes
and assigns a label to each class. Before docum ent analysis is performed, skewed
images must be ro tated to be deskewed. Shima et al. [60] execute rotation of the
binary image based on coordinates of d a ta for the start and th e end of the run. The
rotation m ethod is used to successively perform the skew coordinate transform ations
in the verticed and horizontal directions. T he resulting speed is improved by one
order of m agnitude com pared w ith pixel-based operations. Also, the author improves
propagation-type com ponent labeling through modifying label propagation for blocksorted runs, and experim ents ascertain th a t the processing tim e is 16.7 times faster
th an the conventional pixel-based labeling m ethod in [61].
Based on th e Hough transform for th e detection of docum ent skew and interline
spacing, Hinds et al. [24] create a gray scale "burst image” from the black run lengths
th a t are perpendicular to th e text lines by placing the length of the run in the ru n ’s
bottom -m ost pixel. This d a ta reduction procedure reduces the processing tim e of
the Hough transform by a factor of as much as 7.4 for documents with gray scale
images. Wahl et al. have developed a newspaper understanding system for runlength coded docum ents which uses the constrained run length algorithm to partition
and label interested areas [73]. The homogeneous rectangles are extracted by using
algorithms hke R un-Length Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA) or Recursive X-Y Cuts
(RXYC). These rectangles are further classified using statistical textual features and
feature space decision techniques. To process an optically scanned technical document
compressed w ith techniques based on run-length coding, Nagy proposes a run-length
encoded data structure for the hierarchical representation of document (X-Y tree) in
[45]. The document is classified into nested rectangles corresponding to meaningful
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blocks. Tb.en labels axe assigned to th e blocks. Aimed a t developing a fast p a tte rn
m atching algorithm directly based on 1-D ru n d ata, Amir et al. propose an optim al
com pressed matching m ethod in [2]. A lm ost optim al compressed m atching algorithm
for 2-D nm -length d a ta is presented in [3].
In the IT U Group IV dom ain, some pioneering work has been done. Spitz [63]
ad ap ts the Baird’s alignment technique to look for the pass modes which are heavily
populated a t the fiducial point positions of d a ta for detecting skew. T he m ethod
introduced there rehes on iteratively testing the suitabüity of test alignm ents of ref
erence p oints whose position is detectable in the compressed domaip- He obtains
quite accurate results. Later, Spitz [64] defines logos as a sp atial arrangem ent of
structures a n d apphes this to index distinctive image characteristics through fiducial
points in t t e compressed domeiin. M aa [38] observes th at bars and space of barcodes
are u pright and should be perfectly aligned and their Group IV representation is ver
tical coding. Some work on recognizing barcodes has been presented by finding th e
vertical m ode codeword in th e compressed dom ain. Recently, Hull [26] compares th e
locations o f pass modes contained in two bounding boxes for possible m atching while
addressing the problem of docum ent image m atching.
Generally, image processing in compressed domain is fast. T he complexity of al
gorithm s is approximately the order of the num ber of run length code segments. This
speed-up is not surprising because th e algorithm operates on large groups of pixels
rath er th a n the individual pixels. So far, there have been m any new discoveries in
th e processing of compressed d ata. O n the other hand, developing a new compression
scheme to address a variety of image operations in a compressed dom ain has not been
extensively studied. To do this, the features a n d /o r structures useful for perform
ing image operations should be well preserved while designing a new compression
schemes. I n the next chapter, th e coding rules for the ITU Group IV wül be modified
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to derive a new coding schem e call Modified G4 or MG4, whose flexibiHty for storage
and operations will be evaluated and dem onstrated as well.
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CHAPTER 3

MODIFIED GROUP IV
To speed up the processing of binary document images, a novel approach to im
age compression has been developed in this chapter. Similar to the ITU Group IV
compression scheme, this new coding scheme exploits the two-dimensional correla
tion between scan lines and achieves high performance for image operations with low
com putational complexity. Specifically, based on th e coded d a ta , operations such as
connected component extraction, skew detection and image rotation are investigated.
Feasibihties of perform ing these operations in th e compressed dom ain are analyzed
and dem onstrated. Furtherm ore, the new algorithm s are proposed to process binary
images and are also tested using a set of test images. Experim ental results show these
operations run faster in the compressed domain th a n in the spatial domain.
3.1

Group r v Coding Scheme

Group r v encoding is a run-length-based two-dimensional coding [13]. Each cod
ing line is coded w ith respect to the previous line, i.e., “reference line” . Since scan
lines in a docum ent file are highly correlated, we can take advantage of this char
acteristic to explore pixel-level structures within several adjacent fines so that the
two-dimensional redundancy is reduced.
T he coding scheme for Group IV includes three coding modes: pass mode, verti
cal mode, and horizontal mode. These modes are defined by relationship among the
following five changing picture elements as shown in Figure 3.1.

15
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oq:

transition position on th e coding line

a i: the next transition position to th e right of

gq

(22: the next transition position to the right of ai

bi: the first transition position to the right of Gq and opposite color to cq
62: the next transition position to the right of bi

Reference line
Coding line

Wm'/'Z/'A

__ _____ _____

ai

^0

Figure 3.1: The Changing Picture Elem ents

It easily follows th a t these points are defined based on transition position and their
color can be black or white in a bilevel image depending on th e specific environment.
In Figure 3.2, the pass mode is defined when the position of 62 hes to the left of oi.
For the next mode to encode, a new

gq,

Gq, is set on the element of the coding line just

below 62. In this mode, Gq will keep the same color as the previous uq. Although the
white pass can be used to determ ine the fiducial point of a character or a component,
it is also true th a t the white run is decomposed into two p a rts and many run-length
based algorithms could not be directly appHed to the Group IV compressed domain.
Figure 3.3 illustrates an instance of the vertical mode, in which the distance (ai 6i|
is less th an or equal to 3. The next position of gq is set on a i after the vertical mode
has occurred. Notice th at the color of gq has changed after this mode.
If a situation could be coded by using neither pass m ode nor vertical mode, then
it would be represented by a mode called horizontal m ode (see Figure 3.3). W hen
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ao

ai

Figure 3.2: G4. Pass Mode

Vertical mode

ao
Horizontal mode

Figure 3.3: G4. Vertical M ode aud H orizontal Mode

this m ode is identified, b o th run-lengths aoai and niOg are coded using the run-length
codewords. A fter a horizontal mode coding, th e next position of

uq,

which has th e

same color as before, is set on ug- This m ode is actually a run-length coding.
In sum m ary, th e m ain concern of Group IV is compression, a goal which is achieved
rather well. However, some useful features of run length coding become obscured in
order to achieve higher compression.
3.2

Modified G roup IV (MG4)

Last section shows th a t an object of interest cannot be easily discriminated from
the background in the Group IV domain. It is also difficult to perform other image
processing in this dom ain. To overcome this deficiency, a modified Group IV coding
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schem e (MG4) is proposed.
We regard the image as black objects on a w hite background, as is th e case for
m ost applications. This new coding scheme is designed based on the following three
considerations :
• To encode th e d a ta based on runs for efficient processing
• To keep the original structure in th e com pressed dom ain as much as possible
• To reduce two-dimensional redundancy to improve compression
Considering a bilevel document image, th ree modes, new vertical mode, new hor
izontal mode, and new pass mode are defined. Com pared with Group IV, each mode
has either an extended or a different meaning. T he scheme is based on the notions of
reference ru n and coding run. Reference ru n is on th e previous scan line, i.e., reference
line, while a coding run is the run to be currently encoded, which is on the coding line
(Figure 3.4). Let 61,62 denote th e coordinates of the endpoints of the reference run
an d Cl, <22 denote the coordinates of the end points of th e coding run. If the intervals
[61, 62) and [ui, 122) have overlapping projections, i.e., the foUowing inequalities wiU
hold:
<2i < 62

and

61 < (22

(3.1)

then, 6162 and a \a 2 are called the reference run and the coding run respectively. If a
coding run has more than one reference run, th en for simplicity, the leftmost reference
ru n is chosen to encode the coding run.
Reference run

Coding run

'

,

.

2

Figure 3.4: MG4. Reference R un and Coding Run
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The basic idea is to code a run relative to a unique reference run which has been
processed before. Sometimes, several runs on the reference line are skipped in order
to locate an appropriate reference ru n for the coding run. A param eter is associated
with the pass m ode to record the num ber of skipped runs on th e reference line. It is
also possible th a t a coding run has th e same reference ru n as th a t of the last coding
run. If a reference run is not available, this indicates th a t two-dimensional correlation
could not be utilized and the horizontal m ode is employed to perform one-dimensional
compression.
3.2.1

New Vertical Mode

The definition of the vertical mode in Group TV is extended here. In Group IV, this
mode is defined when the distance of <2161 is not greater th an 3 (see Figure 3.3). Hence,
the vertical m ode include seven cases: T (l),L (2 ),T (3 ),T (0 ),i2 (0 ),i2 (l),i? (2 ),i2 (3 ),
where, “L” denotes ai is to the left of bi, “R ” denotes ai is to the right of bi and
the num ber in parenthesis gives the absolute distance between ai and 61. However,
in MG4, if a coding run has a reference run, then the coding run can be represented
by a vertical m ode. In other words, this mode occurs when the run on the reference
line has overlapping pixels with the coding run (satisfy Inequality 1). In this mode,
there are two param eters uuth sign to encode. It can be represented as V (a i 6i, 62^ 2)
(see Figure 3.5).
3.2.2

New Pass mode

The new pass mode can be denoted as p(n), where n is a non-negative integer.
W hen n is 0, th e coding run uses th e same reference run as the last coding run
(see Figure 3.6). W hen n is nonzero, th e case in Figure 3.7 occurs. In this case, n
records the num ber of runs skipped on the reference line, then a vertical mode can
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bi

b.

=

0

&2
a,b2

* b2a2*

Figure 3.5: MG4. Vertical Mode

be employed to encode the coding run.

b&

b,

bj

^2

Figure 3.6: MG4. Pass Mode P(0)

b;

bi

b,

b2

Figure 3.7: MG4. Pass Mode P(2)

By default, image d a ta is compressed and stored in scan order. Suppose th e two
runs ajoj, OiUs in Figure 3.6 are to be encoded. Since the run b[b'2 satisfies Inequality
1 , it is the reference run of the coding run ujug. So the

—Ugbg) is used to

encode ajug. Then, the next coding run is ûia 2. It is seen th at

still satisfies

Inequality 1 and is th e reference run of (Z1U2. The modes P (0), V (—6j a i , 62^ 2) are the
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representation of «ZiOg in the compressed domain. For th e sam e reason, we encode the
case of Figure 3.7 as V{a!^b'-^^, —

P( 2) , V (ai 6i, —a^b^)- Because of the pass mode,

two dimensional correlation can be utilized to m axim um extent while compressing a
image. So the pass mode implies compression efficiency and structure information.
The reason for designing this m ode is to keep track o f th e position of the reference
run during image decoding.
3.2.3

New Horizontal Modes

This mode occurs when a reference run cannot b e found for the coding run. It
represents a situation th a t the ru n ju st above the coding run on the reference hne is
a white run. Obviously, it impHes th e beginning of a local characteristic region or a
connected com ponent. The w hite run and black run are coded as

(see

Figure 3.8).

a’.
Figure 3.8: MG4. Horizontal M ode

3.2.4

Coding Procedure

We define four positions, 6i, 62, (ii, <^2, which represent th e absolute coordinates of
start and end positions of black runs (probably it is a reference run) on the reference
hne and coding line, respectively. The flow digram of th e coding scheme is shown in
Figure 3.9 and th e processing steps are described below.
First, in order to compress an image, a reference fine and a coding line are defined.
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To encode the first line, an im aginary white line is added. T hen the coding m n a i 6i
and the reference ru n 6162 are detected. They are all black runs. If the reference run
exists, vertical m ode occurs and we continue to find out w hether P{0) occurs. This
is realized by a loop in the diagram to check whether the next coding run shares the
reference run w ith the previous coding run. If it does, a pass mode with param eter
zero (0) is employed to encode this case. This characteristic is useful since it can be
concluded th a t th e coding ru n is connected with the im m ediately previous run when
the pass modes w ith zero (0 ) param eter is detected in the compressed domain.
If 6162 does not overlap w ith aiU 2 , then the next black runs on the reference line is
searched to see if there is any run to be the reference run of aiOa- During th e search,
n, the num ber of runs on the reference line passed, is recorded. If there is such a run,
a pass mode w ith nonzero param eter n and vertical mode is added. Otherwise only
a horizontal mode is added.
To clarify th e procedure, a typical example for tex t docum ent is shown in Fig
ure 3.10 and encoded according to MG4. We assume there is an imaginary white hne
before the first scan hne and the symbol E O L represents th e end of the hne. Then
the MG4 codes for this example are shown in Figure 3.10. During encoding, highly
probable modes will get shorter codes while less probable modes wül get longer codes.
Notice th a t the vertical mode occurs frequently. So, the shortest code wiU be assigned
to it and MG4 thus gains compression efficiency.
The MG4 code is based on the modified Huffman scheme. T he code for each mode
has two parts; a flag indicating the mode, and a value or two values representing the
lengths of the black runs or th e white runs. These values are taken from the white-run
and black-run code tables of one dimensional coding.
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Stan
Set coding line,
referenceline
Get next coding run; a, 33
& next black run: bibz

Get next
run b[b2
Vertical mode

End of line!
Get next coding
run 3 ,3 2

Pass mode P(0)
& vertical mode

Horizontal
mode

Pass mode P(n)

Vertical mode

Exit

Figure 3.9: MG4 Coding Scheme Flow Diagram
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H (5 ,l). H (10,4), EOL
V ( l .l ) , V(0, -3), P(0), V (-4 ,l), EOL
V ( l , -2), P(0), V (-2 ,l), V(O.O). V (0,0), EOL
V (0,-1), V (-l, 0), V(0,0), V (0.0), EOL
V (0 ,0 ), V(O.O). V (0 ,4 ), EOL
V (0,4), P (l), V(0, -4), P(0), V (-4, 0). EOL
V ( 0 ,-4), P(0), V(-4, 0), V (0,0), V (0.0), EOL
V (0,0), V(0,0), V(0,0), V (0,0), EOL
V (0,0), V(O.O), V(0,3), EOL
EOL
EOL

Figure 3.10: An Example of Characters “A B ” and their MG4 Encoding

3.3

Experimental Results for MG4 Compression

Since one of th e concerns about MG4 is its compression performance, th e exper
im ent was conducted to a set of 100 fax docum ent images using this compression
scheme. This set of images was divided equally into two categories: tex t (txt) only
and mixture of tex t, graphics, table, etc (mix). T he new coding scheme was imple
m ented in a UNIX environment on an 0 2 w orkstation (aU the following experim ents
are conducted in th e same environment unless specified). Based on this classification,
some randomly picked experimental results are presented in Table 3.6, which suggest
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th a t the category of m ixture generally gains higher compression ratio th a n th e text
only, m ainly due to the large white area contained in images of graphics, table, etc.
The mean compression ratio of M G4 for our test d a ta set is around 15, which is about
12% lower th a n th a t of Group IV, i.e., 17.
In another experim ent, we chose ITU1-ITU8, the de facto standard test images of
size 513229 bytes. Using MG4, th e eight images were compressed. T hen th ey were
decompressed an d the original images were restored losslessly. It is found th a t MG4
achieves high compression which is close to Group IV.
Table 3.1: Compression Perform ance of MG4
Item
MG4

Txt 1
16.2

Txt 2
10.4

Txt 3
9.4

Txt 4
13.7

Mix 1
20.7

M ix 2
16.8

Mix 3
13.7

Mix 4
18.1

Ave.
15

Table 3.2 shows the experim ental results. T he u nit of the file size is a byte. On
Table 3.2: Experim ental Results Using the MG4 Coding Scheme
Test
Size after
Image MG4 comp.
ITU 1 25481
ITU 2 15891
ITU 3 37709
ITU 4 82849
ITU 5 40391
ITU 6 24107
ITU 7 80679
ITU 8 23879

CF
(MG4)
20.1
32.3
13.6
6.2
12.7
21.3
6.4
21.5

CF
(G4)
24.7
38.6
16.4
6.8
14.4
26.0
6.6
23.3

% Increase
in storage
22.9
19.5
20.6
9.7
13.4
22.1
3.1
8.4

average, the compression ratio is ab o u t 17:1. C om pared to Group IV, MG4 has an
increase in storage of around 10-20%. The com parison of storage requirement is in
favor of Group IV; nevertheless, this comparison is not fair as the MG4 code has
not been optim ized for the standard eight test images used to evaluate the Group IV
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code. We believe th a t this optim ization will further improve the compression ratio
rendered by MG4. Meanwhile, the reason for this increase is th a t MG4 keeps more
structural inform ation, which is very useful for image m anipulation in the compressed
domain, th an G roup IV does.
3.4

M ode Analysis

The three m odes of MG4 are designed based on Group IV. Each mode has its own
feature preserving ability. Figure 3.11 presents some general encoding situations for
26 Enghsh characters, where

and — denote the locations of the horizontal mode

and the vertical mode, respectively. Notice th a t the numbers of horizontal and pass
modes listed in th e figure are based on single characters. Therefore, some ex tra pass
modes may be generated between characters and are skipped for only dem onstration
purpose.

In G roup IV, there is no distinction between objects (black runs) and

background (white runs) during encoding, i.e., they are treated equally. However,
MG4 focuses on objects only and encodes th em in a way different from background
so th a t the m anipulation of these objects would be convenient and efficient when
needed. On average, about two horizontal modes per character wül be generated
in the coded image. Vertical modes, which are not fisted in the figure, are actually
default modes because of their high frequency of occurrence over the other two modes.
By inspection, for each connected com ponent, a t least one horizontal mode th a t will
occur represents th e critical point for tex t component. This critical point is useful
for document analysis because the placem ents of horizontal modes form a base fine
corresponding to th e text fines of docum ent images.
In image compression, compression ratio is highly d ata dependent. Therefore, in
th e following discussion some statistics gained from ITU1-ITU8, th e standard test
images, are presented for the ease of comparison. The frequencies of vertical modes.
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Figure 3.11: Mode Analysis for Characters

horizontal modes and pass modes in the images are schematically shown in Fig
ure 3.12, where the highest frequency (83081) is the vertical mode in ITU 4 and the
lowest (453) is the horizontal mode in ITU 2. On the average, for the eight test
images, the occurrence probabilities of the three modes of MG4 are 83.7% (vertical),
5.6% (horizontal) and 10.7% (pass), respectively. As described before, th e vertical
mode (U(a, 6)) is constructed based on the special characteristics of texts, i.e., infor
m ation is highly correlated within adjacent scan lines. The two values a and 6, are
actually the differences of the coding run and th e reference run; in other words, the
edge information is kept in a coded form. T his is another property of MG4 th a t will
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Figure 3.12: Frequency Analysis of the three Modes of M G4

be useful for document analysis. Table 3.3 shows th a t for the vertical modes V(a, b),
the cases of a < 2 and b < 2 account for about 90% of the to tal occurrences of verti
cal m odes in th e image (N ). Thus, short codes can be assigned to these modes with
high probability and compression wül be achieved in general. Notice th a t there is a
Table 3.3: Frequency of Vertical Modes V (a, b) When |a| < 2 and |6| < 2
Image
V (a,b )/N

IT U l
93.6%

1TU2
91.6%

ITU3
91.5%

ITU4
90.1%

ITU5
92.5%

IT U 6
92.1%

IT U 7
85.1%

1TU8
91.3%

p aram eter n associated with pass modes, which records the num ber of runs skipped
on th e reference line. Figure 3.13 shows th a t th e frequency of P {n) is dram atically
decreasing as n increases. This implies some physical structures existing in most
docum ent images, (i.e., one or two runs), will often be skipped and other situations
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{n > 2 ) actually rarely happen.
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Figure 3.13: Frequency Analysis for Pass Mode P(n)

In summary, the above discussion suggests th a t MG4 is a structured coding scheme
for binary document images, which can be characterized as being object-oriented,
differential and run-length-based.
3.5

A General Procedure for MG4 Compressed-Domain Processing

A general procedure for MG4 compressed-domain processing is developed in this
section. For any coding scheme, there are two stages for compressing an inp u t d ata
/: transform ation (T) and encoding (E). It can be denoted as
r(J ) = O'

E {0 ') = O
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where, I is th e input data and O is the final o u tp u t, namely, compressed d ata. In
general, direct processing of an encoded d a ta O is not possible. For example, for image
processing based on run data, the actual runs are available for processing only after
sym bol decoding. In practice, the transform ed d a ta O ' retains most characteristics of
the input data. Therefore, the operation can be applied to the transformed d a ta O',
w ith the tim e complexity of / l( m ) , where m is th e num ber of data to be processed,
i.e.,
P (O ') = Y '
In contrast, suppose the operation applied to decompressed data possesses a time
complexity of / 2 (Z), where I is the number of d a ta to be processed in th e compressed
dom ain. T he operation can be expressed as:
P { T ~ \ 0 ') ) = M
T {M ) = Y '
In general, if the relationship / l ( m ) < f2 {l) is always true, then it means some time
has been saved because of the direct processing of compressed data. Even though the
algorithm s for direct processing are highly d a ta dependent, in most cases the d ata
complexity of m is much less than the d ata complexity of I, which consequently makes
the algorithm more efiicient.
By exploiting the mode features in MG4, some techniques axe developed below
to address th e problems of image processing in general. The basic procedure for a
certain MG4-code-based operation consists of three stages:
1 . Symbol Decoding

In this step, the compressed image is loaded into memory and symbol decoding
is implemented in order to get sensible inform ation stored in the compressed
data. A t this stage, the image is represented by a set of MG4 modes which
correspond to the critical points of the original images.
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2. Feature E xtraction
Basically, this step is based o n m ode analysis. Since th e object com ponem ts in
an image are usually the focus of image processing, th e horizontal m ode, •nvhich
denotes th e initialization of a new component, will be detected and refereed to
as Inform ation 1 ( /I ) . The vertical mode is useful for both edge p ro cessin g
and run-length based operations, and is nam ed Inform ation 2 {12). T h e pass
mode, preserving th e inform ation of physical structure o f components and inter
connections between components, is extracted and referred to as In fo rm a tio n 3
(73). For some operations like skew detection, this step is conducted to iso la te
points used in determining th e base lines of tex t in an. image. This proc«edure
will reduce the amount of d a ta th a t must be processed in the following st:ages.
3. Feature Processing and O ptim ization
Once the features 11,12 and 13 have been extracted, th ey can be m anipimlated
or processed in a fashion determ ined by the specific application. For ske-nv de
tection, / 1 has been utifized and projection is perform ed to search for th e skew
estim ate by findiug a maximum accumulator. In rotation, 12 is the m ajo r n n p u t
information for m anipulating run length d ata in horizontal direction andS ver
tical direction, respectively. T he optim ization is necessary for some opera&tions
such as connected component extraction, where the components found # o be
connected will be merged into a single connected com ponent at a later tim e .
Assumiag an input of MG4 image I is given and the operation applied t o I is
denoted as P , then algorithm for processing an image / iu th e MG4 dom ain c a n be
described as follows;
MGAi — O peration{I ,P ,Y )
I = M G 4 source image, Y = processed image
fo r each Mode{RcodiRref)^I
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if M ode is a horizontal mode th en
Obtain Il(R cod,R ref)
elseif M ode is a vertical m ode th en
Obtain I2(Rcod, Rref)
else
Obtain I3(Rcod, Rref)
endif
y = P ( /l,/2 ,/3 )
endfor
T he tim e complexity of this algorithm is 0 { N ) , where N is the num ber of modes for
th e MG4 source image. Since the pass m ode contains physical structure inform ation,
which will be merged into the other two m odes, the tim e complexity can be estim ated
as 0 {N y + N h ), where Nv,Nh. are the frequencies of vertical modes and horizontal
modes, respectively. By observation, in vertical modes, the coding run is coded with
respect to the reference run for text images; N^, Nh, and the num ber of black runs
in th e source image, Nbrun, would satisfy the equation:

+ Nh. Therefore,

0 {N i^ri) could be a good estim ation of th e tim e complexity of MG4 operations. Since
th e standard docum ent has a size of 1628 x 2376 pixels, the to ta l number of pixels is
4,105,728. E xperim ental results show th a t the number of black runs is 42,639.6 in
th e meem for the ITU test images and thus the ratio of the num ber of black run to
th e number of pixel is 96.29, showing th a t the number of runs is less than th e num ber
of pixels by about two order of m agnitude.
3.6

Applications

To perform d a ta compression, the structural information existing in th e d a ta
needs to be observed, identified and utilized.

If, in the compressed dom ain, the
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characteristics reflecting th e stru c tu ra l information of the original images could be
detected, extracted and further used, th en th e processing algorithm s may be directly
organized base on coded d a ta and thus image operations would be facilitated. In
the following subsections, we will discuss several major image operations in th e MG4
domain: connected component extraction, skew detection and deskew.
3.6.1

Connected Com ponent Extraction Analysis

A n im portant part of image analysis is to decompose the im age into entities
(objects, regions, and blobs). T he general aims for an appropriate description of
connected components are to obtain an exact description m aking further processing
possible, extracting features like size, location, and shape of the region so it can be
compared with the corresponding p a rt of the model world. The o th er objectives are
to improve processing speed and reduce memory usage. Specifically, features effective
for a subsequent analysis are:
- area
- perim eter
- coordinates of the surrounding rectangle
- coordinates of the center of gravity
- measure of roundness
- minim al and maximal distance between the center of gravity and th e contour
- different kind of ratios (e.g. a re a/a rea of surrounding rectangle)

Connected components are extracted and used in a number of ways, for example,
calculating the number of objects, object m atching and analysis of components. In
traditional methods, the extraction of components is often done by using a 2 x 2 or
3 x 3 pixel window to scan the image as a m eans of contour detecting [7], making
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the procedure time-consuming. MG4 is actually a differential coding scheme which
keeps th e information about object contour. Because of this characteristic, it is pos
sible to organize useful inform ation in the compression domain to extract connected
components.
In MG4, the horizontal mode often indicates the start point of a component.
So for every horizontal mode th a t is encountered, a database is built. The vertical
mode is the most frequently occurred mode. By definition, the coding run and its
reference run belong to the sam e connected component and thus they should belong
to the same database. Sometimes there are several horizontal modes for a single
connected component. Hence, databases representing the same connected component
need to be merged through detection of a run having two or more reference runs.
If a pass mode with param eter zero (0) occurs, the next run coded by the vertical
mode is also connected w ith the component. Making use of an example. Figure 3.14
illustrates how to utilize characteristics existing in the compressed domain to isolate
information about connected components. In Figure 3.15, a flow chart for connected
component extraction is presented. The procedure to extract connected components
can be generalized in the following steps:
1 . The information about two adjacent scan fines is always kept and renewed.

2. T he horizontal code is searched iu the compressed domain. If a horizontal code,
whose black run represents the beginning of a component, is found, then a
database is generated for the new component.
3. According to the particular property of each mode, parts of the component on
subsequent fines are extracted and saved into corresponding databases.
4. Databases, which belong to the same component, are merged to form a single
database. This database will contain complete information about a connected
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H: Horizontal mode V: Vertical mode P: Pass mode
A component database is built for
every horizontal mode encountered.
Ha > database "a"
Hb > database "b"
If a vertical mode is encountered, the current coding run and its reference
run belong to the same database.
If a run has two or more reference runs, then the databases including
these reference runs are merged into one database (i.e., b = a ).
If P(0) is encountered, a subsequent run represented by a vertical mode is
connected with this component.

Figure 3.14: MG4. Building D atabase for Connected Com ponent Extraction

component.
Applying the proposed algorithm to this operation, a representation for the ex
act description of connected components can be obtained. This representation may
be used for a subsequent analysis such as determ ining area, perim eter, measures of
roundness, etc. In the experiments, the complexity of algorithms is approximately in
the order of the num ber of ru n length code segments. As a result, the processing is
much faster than th a t of spatial domain. To give a more concrete speed estimation,
the m easured tim e for the MG4 algorithm and the Bartneck algorithm were recorded
and plotted in Figure 3.16. By processing th e MG4 compressed d a ta , the algorithm
is advantageous in saving processing time, i.e., on average, 1 /6 of th e original tim e
for those eight test images is needed.
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Figure 3.15: MG4. Flow C hart of C onnected Component Elxtraction

3.6.2

Skew D etection

O btained images are subject to be tilted w hen the user scans some documents.
However, for aesthetic reasons, usually people expect the image to view on the screen
w ith no skew. Skewed images are not easy to compress and result in increased image
size after compression. Moreover, recognition accuracy can be improved, layout anal
ysis can be simplified, and baseline determ ination at O CR stage can be improved by
ju st correcting skewed images in the preprocessing phase [8].
Skew detection is not a new topic. The techniques appearing in literature include
tex t row accumulation [62], recursive morphological transform ation [16], local region
complexity [77], Fourier transform ation [23], H ough transform ation [24], the most
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Figure 3.16: Tim e Comparison for Connected Com ponent Extraction Between MG4
Algorithm and Bartneck Algorithm

common approach to skew detection, and the projection profile technique [4].
Baird’s technique uses the basis of aligning fiducial points associated w ith selected
connected components in an image. He chose the b o tto m center of th e connected
component bounding box for the fiducial point. T hen fiducial points are assigned
to each connected component. The a lignm ent becomes efficient by processing the
relatively sm all num ber of points as representative of th e entire image and calculating
the alignment on the basis of the sum of square of the counts of the fiducial points
th a t appear in a series of rotationally aligned bins. However, the disadvantage is th at
the work of locating connected components must be done first.
Different from Hough transform ation approach, the projection profile uses a Unear
projection into a partitioned accum ulator array instead of a sinusoidal projection. The
basic idea for this algorithm is to project the set of representative points along parallel
lines oriented a t some search angle. So an im portant step for this algorithm is how
to determine these representative points, which leads several projection profile based
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algorithm s appearing in th e literature.
Framework for Projection Profile Based Algorithms
Usually, there are three stages for this algorithm . F irst, a set of representative points is
extracted firom the source image. The purpose of this s te p is to isolate the points th a t
correspond to the baseline of the text of the image. In ad d itio n , this also reduces th e
am ount of d a ta th a t m ust be projected in the next two st« p s. The significant difference
between the compressed dom ain algorithms and the s p a tia l domain algorithm is th e
complexity of finding those representative points. Mosi; compression algorithm s act
like some feature extractor while compressing the im ages.

As mentioned before.

Spitz finds the skew angle by detecting the occurrence off pass modes in the G roup IV
domain. He locates the base point of every character. Ht turns out th a t in th e M G4
domain, there is the same convenience to detect the skrew angle with high accuracy
as in the Group IV domain.
Then, the representative points firom the above s t e p are projected along parallel
lines into an accumulator array, which is partitioned into fixed height bins.

T he

selection of bin size is determ ined so as to maximize the chance of representative
points th a t belong to the sam e text line being p ro je c te d into the same bin.
A projection profile estim ator (PPE) is defined as a p a ir, {F, 4>), where F is repre
sentative reduction of a source image to some subset o f p o in ts, and ÿ is an alignm ent
prem ium whose function is to take an accumulator a r r a y and return a m easure of
alignment for the projection at th a t angle. Then, <p is optimized over th e range
of search angles specified by the interval [9min,0max]- Therefore, F will reduce th e
original image into a set of triples, (x, y, w), which rep resen ts the position and th e
weight of a representative point. A skew estim ation can b e conducted by the following
algorithm if a P P E , (F, 0), is given.
P P E - E S T I M A T E { I , w, A, (F, 0))
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I — source im age, w = im age w idth, h = im a g e height, {F, 4>) = a P P E
for { x ,y ,w )e F { I)
for de[9miji,0max\
p —y

X * tan9

A[9, p / B I N S I Z E \ + = W
endfor
endfor
P P E — E s t = 9 such th a t 4>(9) = maxe4)(A[9])
Horizontal Mode Code Detection
The basic idea is th a t the horizontal mode is often distributed at the to p point of
every character. Figure 3.17 illustrates the distribution of the horizontal mode in a
docum ent image. Thus, many of these points are on or near the x-height line of a textline. T he skew angle is determined according to th e distribution of horizontal runs.
Combining the alignment-measure approach with locating the maximum techniques
[4], th e skew angle is detected in th e MG4 dom ain.

Experiments show th a t the

accuracy and th e speed for estim ating skew angle is comparable with th a t in the
Group IV domain.
i

Figure 3.17: D etecting the Key Points for the Skew Angle Represented by the Hori
zontal Mode

ITU 1 was used as a test image here and only horizontal modes are detected. The
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distribution m ap of horizontal modes is presented in Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.18: Distribution of Horizontal Modes in ITU 1

The P P E , {Fh,<ph)^ is described as:
Fh{I) = {(z,?/, 1)1(2;, y) is a horizontal mode code in the MG4 source image }

and
height

M A [ 0 ] ) = Y . A[e,p?
P=0

A test set consisting of 100 pages is randomly selected from document image
databases. Using th e test set, a num ber of experiments were conducted to evaluate the
performance of our algorithm . Table 3.4 compares th e results of applying the Baird
techniques [4], th e w hite pass alignment technique [64] and the MG4 algorithm to the
eight images from th e ITU test set. The bitmaps were digitally rotated by —3.0° and
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Figure 3.19: Energy Projection for IT U 5 w ith a Skew Angle of 5°

5.0°. In each instance three skew angle detection algorithms were apphed to these
images to determ ine th e amount of skew in the supposedly unskewed image. The
implementation of th e MG4 algorithm is fast because only horizontal modes (about
10% of the to tal num ber of the MG4 modes) are extracted for processing. Clearly,
the content of the docum ent has a profound effect on the detection results. The
table shows th a t the skew estimate, using horizontal modes of MG4 as representative
points of text lines, is comparable to th a t of G roup IV, and for some cases, even lower
estim ation errors are obtained. For every algorithm . Root Mean Square (RMS), a
measure of estim ation accuracy, is calculated over skew estimates of rotated ITU-ITU8
for the cases of 0°, —3° and 5° skew, respectively. The table shows th at th e lowest
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T able 3.4: Skew Detection Perform ance of MG4
Algorithm
B aird (0°)
Pass (0°)
MG4 (0°)
Baird (—3°)
Pass (—3°)
MG4 (-3 °)
Baird (+5°)
Pass (4-5°)
MG4 (4-5°)

IT U l
0.20
0.24
-0.12
-2.76
-2.80
-2.90
5.20
5.24
5.13

1TU2
-1.00
0.10
-0.02
-4.00
-2.12
-2.98
6.00
5.02
5.09

1TU3
-0.32
-0.32
-0.34
-3.16
-3.24
-3.25
4.88
4.76
5.24

1TU4
-0.04
-0.08
-0.13
-3.00
-3.00
-3.08
4.92
5.00
5.14

1TU5
0.52
0.48
0.15
-2.48
-2.52
-2.95
5.52
5.48
4.87

1TU6
0.08
0.24
0.03
-2.88
-2.88
-3.00
5.08
5.12
4.96

1TU7
0.16
0.16
0.02
-2.84
-2.88
-3.01
5.08
5.12
5.09

1TU8
0.08
-0.20
0.31
-3.20
-2.96
-2.89
4.92
5.12
5.21

RMS
1.21
0.73
0.52
1.20
1.06
0.31
1.16
0.62
0.42

RMS is achieved by th e MG4 algorithm based on the h sted experim ental results.
3.6.3

Skew Correction

Skew correction, using individual pixels, requires considerable com putational ef
fort. Shima et al. [60] rotate th e binary image based on ru n data. Here th e image
rotation was im plem ented in th e MG4 domeiin directly. T he algorithm to correct
skew is by 1-dimensional shearing and expansion or contraction along th e horizontal
direction and vertical direction, respectively. The two-pass algorithm is based on the
following decom position of rotation m atrix:
R{d) =
1
-ta n e

cosO sind
—sind cos6
0
cosO sinO
^
0
1

T h e Proposed A lgorithm

Figure 3.20 shows th e m ajor steps for rotating bilevel images compressed by MG4.
Suppose (z, y) is th e sta rt point o r th e end point of run d a ta in a skewed image, and
(x', y') is the corresponding point after rotation of the image. First, it is easy to get the
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n in data after the sym bol decoding of MG4. T ransform ation in horizontal direction
is performed according to the form ula: x ' = x * cosO + y * sin9, where 0 is the skew
angle. Then, th e horizontal run is converted into vertical run. The sta rt points and
end points of th e vertical runs can be detected by exam ining the occurred modes, for
instance, th e horizontal mode indicates the beginning of th e vertical run whereas pass
m ode indicates the end of the vertical run. In this algorithm , th e transform ation from
th e horizontal run into the vertical ru n is efBcient because its com putation complexity
is based on the num ber of horizontal runs. Next, using j / = y * seed — x * tand,
transform ation in vertical direction is carried out. T he tim e cost of this step is also
proportional to the num ber of vertical runs. T he above steps axe repeated until all
th e symbols hi the image are processed. At this time, th e inform ation of the rotated
image is stored in th e form of vertical runs. Finally, vertical runs are converted into
horizontal runs in th e same way as converting horizontal runs into vertical runs and
th en the image is saved in the M G 4 form.
To illustrate th e above steps, the original image, i.e., ITU 7, shown in Fig
ure 3.21(a) is employed to present intermediate results. Suppose (x, y) is th e be
ginning point or ending point of ru n d ata in a skewed image, and (x’, y ’) is the
corresponding point after rotation of the image. Then, th e steps for rotation can be
described as follows:
1. Transform ation in horizontal direction by:
x' = X *

COS0

4- xo

w here

xq = y * sinO

The transform ation result of this step is shown in Figure 3.21(b), where the x
- coordinates of the black pixels are adjusted depending on the rotated angle.
2. Conversion of horizontal ru n into vertical run
This step makes the vertical transform ation possible and Figure 3.21(c) gives
the o u tp u t a t th e current stage.
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S y m b o l d e c o d in g o f M G 4
H o r i z o n ta l tr a n s f o r m a tio n
x ’ = X c o s 0 + y s in 0

T r a n s f o r m a tio n f r o m h o r iz o n ta l r u n
in to v e r tic a l r u n

V e r tic a l tr a n s f o r m a tio n
y ’ = y s e c 0 - x ta n 0

E n d o f im a g e ?

T r a n s f o r m a tio n fro m v e r tic a l r u n
in to h o r iz o n ta l M G 4-

E x it

Figure 3.20: R otating an Image in the M G4 Domain

3. Transformation in vertical direction using:
l / = y * sec9 + t/o

w here

yo = —x * tanO

Figure 3.21(d) presents the output images after transform ation in vertical di
rection.
4. Transformation of th e vertical run into the horizontal MG4
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Converting horizontal runs into vertical runs
As discussed in C hapter 2, Shima et al. rotate binary images by m anipulating their
ru n data. However, in th e paper, the conversion of horizontal runs into vertical runs,
an im portant step of rotation, is implemented by exam ining every black pixel in
the images [60]. T he operation of converting horizontal runs into vertical runs on
compressed d a ta is an open problem worthy of further research. After studying the
procedure for the conversion in the existing algorithms, in this work a new m ethod is
proposed to facilitate the step of o b taining vertical runs for rotation without inspect
ing each black pixels in the images.
By observation, the coding situations, i.e., how the coding run and the reference
run are possibly positioned with respect to each other, could be generalized into six
cases, as shown in Figure 3.22. In p a rt A of Figure 3.22, the three cases are used for
detecting the beginning of the vertical runs. This happens where the start position of
the coding run is located to the left of the reference run. T he black thick line stands
for the start points of the vertical runs. In part B of Figure 3.22, the start position
of the coding run is located to the right of the reference run and the end points of
the vertical run are also highlighted by the black thick lines.
In step 2, while converting horizontal runs into vertical runs, the start and the
end points of the vertical runs can be determined by exam ining the MG4 modes, i.e.,
the horizontal mode indicates the beginning of a vertical ru n whereas the pass mode
indicates the ending of a vertical run.
X ' in Figure 3.22 is the reseted sta rt point for the next comparison. Obviously,
for the start point of each vertical run, there always exists a corresponding end point,
which can be extracted on the basis of a bunch of pixels (the number of pixels is
defined by the length of the run). W ithout examining each black pixel in an image
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during the processing, th e proposed algorithm can efficiently conduct the operation
of converting horizontal runs into vertical r u n s and gain speed advantage. Similarly,
this method can also be used to convert vertical runs into horizontal runs.
Speed Analysis
In practice, the first th ree steps could be combined into one step: First the horizontal
coordinate t r ansfo rm is implemented to calculate new coordinates; then judgm ent
is made to see if th e horizontal run or p art of it is the s ta rt point or end point of
a verticEil run. If it is, the coordinate tran sfo rm atio n along the vertical direction is
performed and obtained result about the vertical run is saved. T hen we can proceed
to the next run and process it in the same way. Figure 3.23 shows the performance of
our rotation algorithm . It is hard to distinguish the image ro tated by the algorithm
w ith the image ro ta te d pixel-by-pixel. Since this algorithm is based on run an d in
ordinary docum ents th e num ber of runs is less by about two orders of m agnitude th a n

the number of pixels, th e computation complexity is significantly reduced.
Table 3.5 shows th e measured tim e required for rotation. T he steps for ro tatio n
operation can be generalized as horizontal transform ing, converting horizontal runs
into vertical runs, vertical transforming and converting vertical runs into horizontal
MG4. The ro tatio n angle is set as 4.5° in the experim ent. For ITU 1, the tim e for
symbol decoding a n d the first three steps of rotation listed above is 0.12 s (C PU
seconds) while th e tim e for the step 4 is 0.11 s. Consequently, 0.23 s are needed to
ro tate the MG4 encoded ITU 1. In another experiment, the rotation is performed
based on the pixel d a ta according to rotation formula and then the used tim e is
recorded. The coordinate calculation is required for each pixel for this pixel-based
method. A ltogether 3.63 seconds are needed for a n image of 1727x 2287 to be rotated.
In contrast, in the ro tatio n based on MG4 code, th e mean tim e for the eight ITU test
images is 0.46 seconds. Consequently, the processing speed is improved by a factor
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of 7.89 com pared w ith th e rotation, pixel by pixel, for the test images.
Table 3.5: M easured Tim e Required for R otation Based on MG4 (C PU seconds)

Item
Syb. Decod.-F
First 3 Steps
Step 4
Total

IT U l
0.12

ITU2
0.07

ITU3
0.18

ITU4
0.47

ITU5
0.64

ITU6
0.12

ITU7
0.44

ITU8
0.12

Ave.
0.22

0.11
0.23

0.06
0.13

0.16
0.34

0.43
0.90

0.43
0.22

0.12
0.24

0.54
0.98

0.10
0.22

0.24
0.46

In the above, three im portant document operations, CCE, skew detection and
rotation, have been selected and implemented by applying the proposed general algo
rithm to th e test images. Experim ental statistics show th at the processing speed in
th e MG4 dom ain is improved significantly over th a t of spatial domain in our imple
m entation. It should be clear th a t objectively performing an accurate quantitative
comparison of the speed efficiency on the proposed algorithms and the existing tech
niques is not an easy ta sk due to many factors such as no detail provided regarding
th e sample docum ent images and param eter settings used for experim ental trials for
many of the results reported in literature. In addition, comparing the speed of differ
ent algorithm s is difficult because it depends on how well the algorithms have been
implemented and how complex the architecture of the machine it runs on is, and
how good the compiler is. All the algorithms evaluated here are the current authors’
implementations, and th e emphasis of this evaluation is placed on b o th correctness
and efficiency.
3.7

Evaluation of MG4

Usually, two im portant figures of merit for a coding scheme are coding complexity
and compression efficiency. However, due to th e nature of this research, the third
significant m easurem ent, the compressed-domain processing is included to evaluate
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th e m erit of a compression algorithm .
The implementation of MG4 has been dem onstrated in Section 3.2 and its detailed
flow chart is shown in Figure 3.9. The MG4 scheme is easy to implement and its
m em ory requirement is low. Generally, the two scan lines of th e image need to be
stored in the memory. For fax images, the width of a scan hue is 1728 pixels, therefore
4k m em ory is enough for this purpose. After the coding line has been coded, it
becomes th e reference line for next compression iteration.

All the black runs on

the coding lines have been experienced to detect their mode attributes. Then these
modes are used as indexes of look-up table to get their code words, which are the final
form of the compressed image. MG4 and Group IV have identical coding principal,
i.e., removing two-dimensional redundancy as well as one-dimensional redundancy,
making them possess sim ilar coding procedures and thus comparable tim e complexity.
In our implementation, an average of 0.43 and 0.44 CPU seconds are needed to
compress ITU standard images for MG4 and Group IV encoding respectively.
R un length encoding is included for the evaluation of MG4 because many algo
rithm s have been developed to process the run d a ta [24, 49, 60] and hence in this
sense it can be regarded as a relatively flexible coding scheme compared with existing
compression algorithms. In addition, its implementation is simple and easy to real
ize. In this implementation, 0.39 CPU seconds are needed on average to compress
a standard ITU image. However, the compression ratio for this scheme is somewhat
restricted by the unexploited two-dimensional correlation.
A comprehensive com parison was made between Group IV, run-length, and MG4
by addressing the m ajor issues of a coding scheme, i.e., im plem entation complexity,
compression ratio, and compressed-domain algorithm feasibihty. Notice that, because
of th e nature of MG4, algorithm s apphed to run-length encoding m ay be utifized by
MG4 as well, after a shght variation. The results hsted in Table 3.6 suggest th at
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Group rV has th e best compression b u t lacks processing flexibility and is not fully
exploited in th is aspect; th a t run-length encoding is flexible for m any operations
of docum ent analysis, but compression is relatively low; and th a t MG4 combines the
T able 3.6: Summary of Evaluation of the three Algorithms
Item /A lgorithm
Compression Complexity (CPU second)
Compression R atio

Run-length
0.39
7

G4
0.43
17

M G4
0.44
15

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes if yes for
R un-length

Compressed-dom ain Algorithm Feasibility:
Skew D etection
R otation
Connected Com ponent Detection
S im ilarity E stim ation
Segm entation
Feature E x tra cto r for Document Recognition
Layout Analysis
Others

advantages of b o th Group IV and run-length encoding and achieves good compression
while being flexible in image processing. Therefore, in terms of compression ratio,
im plem entation complexity and compressed-dom ain processing feasibility, MG4 is a
good choice betw een those algorithm s efficient in compression and those flexible in
image processing.
3.8

Conclusion

A comprehensive study on effectiveness of th e Modified Group IV compression
code has been performed in this chapter. Different from traditional lossless compres
sion algorithm s which are designed to yield merely high compression in m ost cases,
MG4 is aim ed a t achieving both processing and compression efficiency. T he Modified
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Group IV preserves structural inform ation of original image d ata and thus reasonably
facilitates im portant steps of docum ent analysis. T he objective of this research is to
pursue a good trade-off between im age processing and efficient compression so th a t
some m ajor issues of compressed-domain processing will be addressed.
To illustrate this idea, in the above sections, from the viewpoints of compression
efficiency and processing flexibihty of image operations, the MG4 coding principle
and its feature-preserving behavior in compressed dom ain have been investigated and
examined. The two popular coding schemes in th e area of bi-level image compres
sion such as run-length and Group IV have been studied and compared w ith MG4
in the three aspects of compression complexity, compression ratio, and feasibihty of
compressed-domain algorithm s. T he features of th e MG4 coding scheme can be gen
eralized as object-oriented, differential, and run-length based and their usefulness is
also ensured by the proposing of a general procedure targeted for document analysis.
The future work will involve further exploration of the characteristics existing in the
compressed dom ain after identifying the needs of an apphcation, in order to allow
fast processing while achieving efficient compression.
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A.

Black thick line indicating the beginning points of vertical run

X

X

B.

X

Black thick line indicating the ending points o f vertical run

Figure 3.22: Finding the Beginning Points and Ending Points of Vertical Runs

Image roated by MG4

Image rotated pixel-by-pixel

Figure 3.23: An Exam ple of R otation
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CHAPTER 4

COM PRESSED-DOM AIN TECHNIQUES FO R JBIG -EN CODED IMAGES
In this chapter, some useful techniques are presented for processing the JB IG en
coded images directly in the compressed dom ain or concurrently while they are being
decoded. Features, extracted from partially decompressed JB IG representations of
images, are employed in th e algorithm s for connected com ponent extraction, and
docum ent segm entation to achieve considerable improvement in term s of com puta
tion and memory savings. Two schemes of JB IG compression coding, namely context
modeling and progressive coding, have been utilized to obtain an effective m ethod for
feature extraction in th e compressed dom ain.
4.1

Introduction

Most of today’s image compression m ethods are concerned m ainly with signal
distortion, bit rate, and coding complexity. However, docum ent analysis algorithms,
com m only based on raster images, are usually independent from the design of im

age compression algorithm s. Before feature extraction, traditional document analysis
algorithms decompress th e document image completely. T he overall system perfor
mance can be improved by joint study of image compression and feature extraction
since there should be considerable synergy between them.
Given the existing binary image compression techniques, JB IG [27], what can be
possibly done in the compressed domain? T here are several advantages to pursue
as many functionalities as possible in the compressed dom ain.

First, since there
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is less d a ta in the compressed domain th a n in the original uncompressed dom ain,
it is possible to reduce overall com putational cost. Second, m ost stored docum ent
m aterials are compressed. Analyzing images in the compressed dom ain can avoid the
overhead of decoding and re-encoding of already compressed images. In fact, m any
compression algorithm s act as some kind o f information filter or content transform er,
which can provide good pre-processing for subsequent image analysis. A lgorithm s
th a t extract features during the compression or decompression process also result in
significant com putational savings.
After a thorough study of the JBIG stan d ard , some useful techniques th a t perm it
processing and analysis while decompressing th e JBIG compressed images are found.
Section 4.2 provides an overview of the JB IG standard to the extent th a t is neces
sary for fohowmg the chapter. In Section 4.3, the techniques and their appfications
in connected component detection and docum ent segmentation are explained. D ata
complexity analysis of JB lG -dom ain processing is implemented in Section 4.4. Ex
perim ental results are shown in Section 4.5. A nd the conclusion is drawn in Section
4.6.
4.2

JBIG Compression Scheme

T he JBIG standard can be viewed as a combination of two algorithms, a progres
sive transmission scheme and a lossless compression algorithm. Essentially, JB IG is
a context-based prediction m ethod coupled w ith arithm etic coding. Coding is based
on a tem plate model prediction and adaptive arithm etic coding is used to encode the
predictions. Figure 4.1 shows a two-hne tem plate to determ ine the context of th e cur
rently processed pixel. (T he JB IG specification also supports a three-hne tem plate.)
T he pixel to be coded is m arked X, while the pixels to be used for tem plate are
m arked O or A. The O and A pixels are previously encoded pixels and are available
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to b o th encoder and decoder. The A pixel can be thought of as a floating m em ber of
the neighborhood. Its placement is dependent on the input being encoded. As there
are 10 bits in this tem plate, there are 1024 different arithm etic coders. Each pixel
is encoded using one of 1024 parallel arithm etic encoders/ decoders according to the
context (p attern ) m ade by its neighbor pixels.

o

o

o

o

o

0

o

o

x

o

A

Figure 4.1: Two-line Tem plate for the JB IG Context
T he JB IG stan d ard allows for the generation of progressively lower-resolution
images. T h e JB IG specification recommends generating one lower-resolution pixel
for each two-by-two block in the higher-resolution image. It provides a table-based
method for resolution reduction. The table is indexed by the neighboring pixels shown
in Figure 4.2, in which the circles represent the lower-resolution layer pixels and the
squares represent the higher-resolution layer pixels. Each pixel contributes a bit to
the index. T he table is formed by com puting the expression
4e

d

f

h)

{p.

c

g

i) — 3(B

-I-

G) —A

If th e value of this expression is greater th an 4.5, the pixel X is tentatively declared
to be 1. T h e table has certain exceptions to this rule to reduce the am ount of edge
smearing, generally encountered in a filtering operation. T he progressive encoding
mode utilizes a very sophisticated resolution reduction algorithm which offers the
highest quality for low resolution version th a t preserves the shape of characters as
well as the integrity of thin fines and dithered images.
T he JB IG standard defines two kinds of contexts: one for th e base, or lowest,
resolution layer (as shown in Figure 4.1), and the other for the differential, or higher,
resolution layers. In this chapter, the form er wül be addressed.
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Figure 4.2: Pixels Used to Determ ine the Value of a Lower-level Pixel
4.3

Compressed-domain Processing

By compressed-domain processing, we m ean perform ing feature extraction on com
pressed images without decoding, or with minimal decoding only, or perform ing fea
tu re extraction in the course of decoding th e compressed image.
In image processing, there are algorithm s th a t find patterns of pixels in adjacent
rows of the image raster to get some useful information for feature extraction. If the
p attern s can m atch or can be m atched by the JB IG coding template, there comes
a synergy. T he image can be decoded and the algorithm can be executed concur
rently instead of running the algorithm after the im age is decoded. This wiU m ean
sharing resources and avoiding repeated operations, hence saving storage space and
com putation tim e.
W hen the resolution of an image is reduced, some features are lost, yet some are
preserved. Even some features are easier to be obtained through a low-resolution
image. To save com putation tim e and space, some algorithm s first introduce resolu
tio n reduction as a type of pre-processing. Recall th a t JBIG compression algorithm
supports a progressive scheme th a t offers free low-resolution images. To extract such
features, fully decompressing th a t image is not necessary. The image is only decoded
into the lowest-resolution. The strategy in capturing features from lowest layer images
is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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Compressed Image

JBIG
Decompression
Lowest Layer
Decoding

►

Feature
Extraction

Higher Lay«s
Decoding

Extracted Feature
Raw Image
Figure 4.3: Concurrent Processing of JB IG Decompression and Feature E xtraction
As an exam ple, Kanai and Bagdanov’s work [31] takes advantage of both, th e JB IG
coding tem plate and resolution reduction to develop a compressed-domain processing
algorithm for skew estim ation. The algorithm takes the fiducial reduction strategy
used for processing ITU Group IV compressed images proposed by Spitz [11]. T he
ITU Group IV compression algorithm is a two-dimensional coding scheme th a t en
codes the current coding line w ith respect to th e previous (reference) line [13]. T he
interesting w hite pass-mode coding situation can be detected in the processes of en
coding and decoding an image by analyzing th e sequence of coding contexts. T he
results show th a t the resolution reduction scheme of JB IG minimizes the effects of
noise and graphic objects La a page in th e skew estim ation process, and increases the
com putational speed. Some other appfications of this approach are introduced below.
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4.3.1

Connected Component D etection

In docum ent image analysis, connected components (characters, image objects,
etc.) are to be detected for the purpose of O CR or docum ent segmentation. Im ages
are scanned line by fine and connected components are m arked and labeled separately.
Each label uniquely identifies a connected component. As an example, a description
of connected components is presented by Bartneck [7]. Again, as mentioned in th e
preceding section, the patterns of pixels in two adjacent rows of the image raster are
found to get some useful inform ation for feature extraction. Then, the JB IG coding
tem plates are exploited to m atch th e patterns and borrowed to realize the algorithm
while decoding th e JB IG compressed document images simultaneously.
For the lowest layer of image obtained after resolution reduction, the num ber of
connected components is generally reduced, compared to th a t of the original image.
D uring resolution reduction, a single connected component may be spHt into two
disconnected components, or vice versa. However, changes in component num ber or
physical shape of specific connected components do not influence the global layout
and texture characteristics of th e image. In other words, features extracted from th e
lowest layer are still useful for im age segmentation or other layout analysis.
In the following two efficient algorithm s for connected component extraction are
introduced, i.e., com er-detection-based and black-run-based methods.
M ethod 1:
B artneck [6] described a m ethod for binary image segm entation and generation of
an image description graph, which is performed by an algorithm for contour coding,
called region border line coding (RLC-algorithm ). The central part of the algorithm
is contour tracing m ethod. The binary image (Figure 4.4a) is scanned fine by line
w ith a 2 X 2 window. The surrounding of the image is supposed to be white.
T he contents of th e window can assume any of 16 (2 to power of 4) different states.
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Figure 4.4: Example of a Simple Binary Image and Its C om er Image
as shown in Figure 4.5. Only those states representing comers are of interest. Concave
and convex com ers are distinguished. The coordinates and the type of discovered
comers are stored in a comer Hst. T he comer list is a complete representation of
the binary image and is equivalent to an image, where aU th e discovered comers are
marked (Figure 4.4(b)). The contour tracing algorithm operates on the com er list
to segment the objects in the image. Further analysis can be performed to extract
features of the segmented objects, such as the size, the shape, and the location of the
objects.
If the image is JBIG compressed, contour tracing can be performed concurrently
with the JBIG decompression process. Com er patterns can m atch the JBIG contexts.
Figure 4.6 shows the correspondence of JBIG coding context tem plates to the comer
patterns. A 1024 entry transition table is set up to store the com er information,
each entry corresponding to one coding context represented by a 10-bit integer. Each
entry in the tables consists of two bits: one to determine w hether a com er is detected
or not, and one for the comer type. W hen executing, the current coding context (a
10-bit integer) is used to index the appropriate transition table. Value "00” of the
table means no corner is detected; value "10” means a concave com er is encountered,
and value "11” imphes a convex comer. The comer type is obtained by searching the
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2 convex comer
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Horiz. contour

Vert, contour

Concave comer

2 convex comers

Concave comer

Concave comer

Object

F igure 4.5: 16 Possible P a ttern s of the 2 x 2 Masks
table and is saved in the comer hst w ith th e current coordinates of the com ers for
further analysis.

Figure 4.6: Setting C om er P a tte rn s into the JB IG Context
Method 2:

Instead of detecting th e com ers of connected components, th e start

of every single com ponent is searched by looking for black runs which do not touch
previous com ponents. T he beginning and ending of a black run could be obtained by
utihzing JB IG context patterns.
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The following is th e m ain steps of the algorithm:
1. Detect th e endpoints of th e black runs in th e decoded line and assign labels to
the runs;
2. Detect th e overlaps and th e touches of the black runs in adjacent lines, which
mean connection;
3. Assign the label of th e black run on the previous line (say L) to its counterpart
in the current line if connection is detected.
Identically, a table w ith 1024 entries th at correspond to the 1024 JB IG coding
contexts is constructed. Each entry is assigned four bits, i.e. S, F, R, and A. These
bits control th e execution of th e following operations:
1. S to record th e leftm ost coordinate of the black run in the decoding line and
assign a new label;
2. F to record the rightm ost coordinate of the black run in the decoding line;
3. R to read out the label (L) of th e black run on th e previous line;
4. A to assign label (L) to th e record list of th e current line black run.
Figure 4.7 shows how bit values are assigned for different types of JB IG coding
contexts, according to the p attern s of four pixels in th e context. Bit value of 1 will
generate the corresponding operation. ”x” in the contexts denotes the bit value can
be zero or one, and ” • ” denotes position of the decoded pixel. The operations are
implemented w ith respect to the coordinate Y of the currently decoded pixel, i.e. S
and R operations get the coordinate (Y-2), F th e coordinate (Y-3). O perations are
implemented in the Hsted order, from left to right.
The coordinates and labels of connected components, which is a com plete descrip
tion of the raster image, are input d a ta for further image analysis.
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Figure 4.7: Connected Component Detection
4.3.2

Page Segmentation

The aim of the segm entation process is to divide the docum ent image into regions
th a t contain either text, o r graphics, or a halftone picture, and to find the logical
components of the page. Thereafter, processing of text (usually by OCR) and figures
becomes possible. Traditionally, there are two philosophies for segmentation: topdown and bottom -up. The form er views the entire image globally, finds and cuts along
the separators between components based on th e horizontal and vertical projection
profiles. In the latter, small foreground objects (i.e. marks, letters, lines, etc.) are
merged together to form a complete component based on their physical proximity.
Usually, top-down processing is performed on the result of bottom -up processing.
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Several m ethods based on these two philosophies are reported.

For example,

Am am oto et al. [1] proposed th e m ethod to segment blocks and extract text area
using the white spaces of the docum ent image.

Wieser et al.

[75] presented an

approach to enhance and combine th e two commonly used methods to segment pages
of a newspaper. Their approaches were based on uncompressed images.
Here, a m ethod that directly perform s bottom -up and top-down segm entation on
the JBIG-compressed document images is presented. First, the JB IG file is decoded
into the lowest-resolution layer.

W hile decoding, the sequence of coding context

th a t is used to decode incom ing pixels is analyzed to detect a white run using the
autom aton shown in Figure 4.8. E ach tim e when a white run th a t is longer th an
a pre-defined length t is detected, the corresponding portion of th e black image is
changed into white. This is th e sam e as bottom -up processing, which smears the
binary image by filling in the pixels between any two black pixels th a t are less than a
certain threshold distance t apart. Assume i > 3 in order to m atch th e JB IG context,
which is reasonable and practical since two components th at are 3 pixels apart or less
should belong to the same region a t lowest resolution. In Figure 4.8, a shaded box
in a context displays a black pixel while an em pty box indicates a white one. “a:”
means don’t-care. “ • ” denotes position of the decoded pixel. T he autom aton works
as below.
In State A, no white run th a t is longer th an 3 has been encountered.

Once

a context w ith pattern hke c l appears, which indicates the beginning of a white
run th a t is longer than 3, the machine moves to State B and output 1 to have the
coordinate x l of the current pixel recorded. Otherwise it remains in S tate A.
In State B, if a context with p a tte rn hke c2 appears, which indicates the end of a
white run th at is longer than 3, the machine moves to State A and o utput 1 to have
the coordinate x2 of the current pixel recorded. Otherwise it rem ains in State B.
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Figure 4.8: A utom aton to D etect W hite Runs
The length L of the ru n and coordinates B, E of the beginning and end points of
th e run can be counted as below,
L = x2 — x l + 2
B = x l —3
E = x2-2
Again two lookup tables of the coding contexts are used to encode the autom aton.
Every table contains 1024 entries, each of which consists of 2 bit: one is for sta te
assignment, the other is for the output value.

The im plem entation of the above

machine is particularly easy. Only a small additional m emory is needed. For example,
bottom -up and top-down on the reduced resolution image of th e original one (Figure
4.9) are processed and dem onstrated. After finishing horizontal smearing of the image
(Figure 4.10(b)), vertical bottom -up (Figure 4.10(c)) and top-dow n processing (Figure
4.10(d)) are performed on the lowest-resolution layer of the JB IG image. And further
operation of segm entation can be done based on the result. T he resulting bottom up output is shown in Figure 4.10(e). C om paring (d) and (e) of Figure 4.10, th e
interm ediate results based on th e lowest resolution of JB IG have better potential
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to achieve good segm entation.

As m entioned before, some reported methods for

page segmentation first take subsam pling of th e original image as th e pre-process of
block segmentation for th e purpose of high speed processing. T his fu rth er proves the
usefulness of the investigation in the JB IG compressed domain.
4.4

D ata Com plexity Analysis

The d ata complexity of JBIG -dom ain processing is examined using a ITU standard
docum ent image, whose size before compression is 1728 x 2376 pixels. Representing
th e binary image by th e b it map, th e d a ta complexity S is 4,105, 728 bits. On the
oth er hand, most compressed images have three or more levels of resolution reduction
after JBIG encoding. Therefore, for a 200dpi source image, the lowest resolution layer
will be 25dpi. Thus 5 , th e d a ta complexity of th e image processing algorithm based
on lowest resolution would be reduced by a factor of 64, i.e., 64,152. T he manipulation
of document images based on pixelwise d a ta needs not only large memory space to
store the decompressed images, but also long tim e to process these d ata. However,
compressed-domain techniques for JBIG -encoded document images make use of only
th e lowest resolution image to obtain layout information of th e original image and
hence dram atically speed up some im portant steps of image processing.
4.5

Experim ental Results

So far, connected component extraction and page segm entation on the lowestresolution layer of th e JB IG image are discussed. Note th a t bottom -up and top-down
are processed on th e reduced resolution image of the original one (Figure 4.9). This
reduces the time com plexity substantially since there is less d a ta . T he JBIG progres
sive encoding mode adopts a special resolution reduction algorithm th a t preserves
the shape of characters as well as the integrity of th in lines and dithered images, thus
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keeping enough inform ation for page segm entation (see the difference between Figure
4.10(a) and Figure 4.10(f)). Hence, the result is the same as th a t performed on the
original image, or even b e tte r since resolution reduction actually performs some kind
of noise reduction function. Figure 4.10(f) presents an version of simple resolution re
duction for the same original image, in which th e critical edge inform ation of graphics
are destroyed severely. In our case, JBIG has already finished th e preprocessing work
for us and actually does a b e tte r work (see th e difference between Figure 4.10(d) and
Figure 4.10(e)).
A number of experim ents were conducted to evaluate the perform ance of the al
gorithm, using a free im plem entation of the JB IG standard [34]. The experiments
used the eight standard test images provided by ITU. The processing was performed
for two different resolutions: Fully Uncompressed Image (FUI) and the Lowest Res
olution Image (LRI). In our experiment, “hseg” and “hcc” are two algorithms used
to process segm entation and connected component detection of the FUI respectively,
“Iseg” and “Icc” have th e same functions but for the LRI. AU the experiments were
performed under the sam e com putational setting, i.e. a Pentium II running at 200
MHz frequency was used, the operating system was BSD UNIX.
Table 4.1 sum m arizes the execution times of each algorithm for high and low
resolution version of the eight ITU standard test images (in seconds).
Even though aU eight ITU standard test images have been used for performance
evaluation of our alg o rith m , the No.4 image was chosen as a representative to show
visuaUy the performance of segmentation algorithms from Figure 4.11 through Fig
ure 4.13. In the experim ents, it is found th a t the processing speed for the LRI is
substantiaUy faster th a n th a t for the FUI on two operations of connected component
detection and segm entation by an average factor of 73 and 47 respectively. The d ata
th a t needs to be processed for th e LRI is only about 8K bytes while th a t for the FUI is
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Table 4.1: Tim e Com parison for High and Low Resolution Processing
Image
IT U l.JB G
ITU2.JBG
ITU3.JBG
ITU4.JBG
ITU5.JBG
ITU6.JBG
ITU7.JBG
ITU8.JBG
Average

hseg (s)
53.20
54.77
56.04
55.56
53.11
50.03
50.42
50.65
52.97

Iseg (s)
0.68
0.65
1.00
0.75
0.67
0.70
0.69
0.67
0.73

hserlseg
78 1
84 1
56 1
74 1
79 1
71 1
73 1
76 1
73 1

hcc (s)
20.95
21.68
21.55
21.48
22.40
23.37
21.56
21.88
21.86

Icc (s)
0.44
0.56
0.43
0.54
0.45
0.46
0.43
0.45
0.47

hcczlcc
48 1
39 1
50 1
40 1
50 1
51 1
50 1
49 1
47 1

ab o u t 512K bytes. Thus, th e difference of the d a ta size betw een th e lowest resolution
layer and the highest resolution layer of the image determ ines the performance of the
algorithm .
Figure 4.13 presents segm entation results by applying th e segm entation algorithm
m entioned before to th e lowest layer and the full resolution layer of ITU 4 image,
respectively. The segm entation result based on the lowest layer is comparable with
the one based on spatial dom ain and even shows b etter denoising ability generally
due to the resolution reduction.
Techniques for com er detection and connected com ponent detection were applied
to LRI and FUI of ITU5, respectively and experim ental results are dem onstrated in
(a) and (b) of Figure 4.14. T he connected com ponents obtained from LRI may not
offer valuable inform ation about single com ponent such as th e height, the width, or
th e area of the object, b u t, they do provide some im portant features for segmentation,
or for further layout analysis.
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4.6

Conclusion.

Two features of JB IG com pression coding are used to obtain an effective method
for feature extraction in th e compressed dom ain. One is the context modeling, the
oth er is the progressive coding. It can be seen th a t these two features are indepen
dent from the JB IG compression m ethod. Therefore, for any context model based
compression method, concurrent extraction of certain features is possible if the fea
tures can be analyzed from some p attern s of pixels that m atch th e coding context
tem plates. For any progressive coding m ethod, some information is stü l preserved in
th e reduced resolution images such th at, w ith minimal decoding only, feature extrac
tion can be performed in th e compressed dom ain. Reduction of tim e complexity and
saving of memory space are obvious. Sometimes, an even more robust result can be
achieved.
A general approach and th e im plem entation of some compressed-domain image
processing technologies for th e JBIG compression algorithm have been presented.
The extension of these techniques to other compression m ethods w ith certain iden
tical features with the JB IG algorithm was discussed. It is believed th a t the direct
inform ation accessibility for th e traditional compression algorithm s can be achieved
to some extent by taking advantage of som e good properties th a t exist in both com
pression scheme and conventional image processing algorithms.
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Figure 4.11: IT U 4 Document Image
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(a)

(b)

D

(C)

(d)

Figure 4.12: (a) Horizontal Sm earing of th e Lowest Layer Image; (b) Vertical Smear
ing of the Lowest Layer Image; (c) M erging (b) and (c) by Using O R Operation; (d)
Segmentation Result
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Figure 4.13: Segmentation R esults Based on (a) LRI; (b) FUI
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Figure 4.14: Corner D etection and Connected C om ponent Detection for (a) LRI; (b)
FUI
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CHAPTER 5

W AVELET TRANSFORM S
T his chapter will briefly introduce the concepts of wavelets and th e multiresolution
analysis. T he general properties of wavelet system s are listed below. In particular,
th e discrete wavelet transform , a useful tool for image processing, is explained and
th e im plem entation of its fast algorithm is also illustrated.
5.1

Introduction

T he early work of wavelets can be dated back to the 1980’s by M orlet, Grossmann,
M eyer and MaUat. Their studying of wavelet transform s was m otivated by the fact
th a t some seismic signal could be weU presented by translations and dilations of a
simple, oscillatory function called wavelet L ater, a wavelet paper w ritten by Ingrid
Daubechies [17] in 1988 caused th e atten tio n for its applications in m any areas such
as signal processing, statistics, and num erical analysis.
As we know, Fourier analysis expands signals or functions in term s of sinusoids,
which proves extremely valuable for periodic, time-invariant, or stationary phenom
ena. However, the goal of wavelets is to create a set of basis functions so th a t the signal
can be represented based on these functions. Wavelet can be defined as an oscillating
function of tim e or space and allows sim ultaneous tim e and frequency analysis with
a flexible m athem atical foundation. In other words, it provides localization in both
tim e and frequency and is therefore a tool for th e analysis of transient, nonstationary,
or tim e-varying signals.
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5.2

Wavelets and th eir Characteristics

In fact, wavelets are based on the concepts th a t already exist in different dis
ciplines.

The “scale-space” for multiscale visual modeling has been proposed by

com puter scientists before th e appearance of wavelets. However, wavelets provide a
sound and rigorous form ulation of these concepts. Perhaps, the m ost significant ad
vancements made from th e traditional scale-space representations are th a t multiscale
representations are designed to be invertible, compact and computationally-efficient.
B-spline approaches can exploit their intrinsic relations. Almost every wavelet (con
tinuous, orthogonal, bi-orthogonal ...) can be factorized or derived from B-spline
kernels. As a result, these wavelet transform s could be fast implemented using filter
bank techniques.

These observations show th a t wavelet is an evolution of scale-

space, but w ith a solid m athem atical foundation. Nevertheless, it should be noted
th a t wavelet theory also has its own lim itations, i.e., it is just one m odel for linear
multiscale signal sm oothing. T here are m any other nonlinear models for multiscale
m odeling in the scale-space hterature.
In wavelet representation, a signal is represented in terms of basis functions th a t
axe localized in time and frequency. For example, Haar wavelet, the sim plest possible
orthogonal wavelet system, is shown as follows,
^o,o(x) = | ^ ^

| < x < l

From the above m other function, the following set of functions can be obtained:
= V'o,o(2'T - fc)
Notice th a t the functions become more and more localized in tim e as j (defined
as dilation) increased. T his localization action allows us to represent local changes
accurately using few coefficients. And the effect of k is to translate or shift the
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wavelet. Therefore, from a m other wavelet th e components of a wavelet expansion
can be obtained through the actions of dilation an d translation.
In brief, th e three general characteristics of wavelet systems are:
• They are a two-dimensional expansion set (a basis) for some class of one or
multi-dimensional signals.
• T he wavelet expansion gives a time-frequency localization of the signal.

It

means m ost of the energy of the signal is well represented by a few expansion
coefficients, Cj^k• The calculation of the coefficients from the signal can be implemented efficiently.
Many wavelet transforms can be calculated w ith 0(N ) operations. Generally
wavelet transform s require 0(N log(N )), sam e as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
More specific characteristics of wavelet system s are :
• They are generated from a single scaling function or wavelet by simple scafing
and translation.
• Almost all useful wavelet systems also satisfy the multiresolution conditions.
• The lower resolution coefficients can be calculated from the higher resolution
coefficients by a tree-structured algorithm called a filter bank^ i.e., efficient cal
culation.
5.3

Discrete Wavelet Transform

The discrete wavelet transform means the signal decomposition w ith a family of
real orthonorm al bases generated from the m other wavelet "ipmAA by scaling and
translation,

= 2-"/2^(2— r - n)
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where m , n are integers.
T hen the signal f { x ) can be expanded as,
/ W = 2 ] Cm.nV’m.n (^c)

(5.2)

m,n

where wavelet coefficients Cm,n can be calculated by inner products, i.e.,
—J
To construct the wavelet function

f {p'')'4^rn,Ti{A)

(5.3)

^ scale function 4>{t) need be deter

can be expressed in terms of a weighted sum of shifted (f>(2t) as

m ined. The

^(x) = y Z h(k) y/24)(2x — k)
k

(5.4)

A nd the m other function 'tf{x) has a relation w ith 4>{t) according to
A A = Yl9{k)\/2(t){2x — k)
k

(5.5)

g{k) = (—l)* /i(l — k)

(5.6)

where g{k) should satisfy,

T he coefficientsh{k) and g{k) are very im portant for calculating
coefficients

c{k) and detail coefficients d{k) decomposition.

the wavelet

Asm entioned

before,

one of the advantages of wavelet analysis is th a t the lower resolution coefficients can
be calculated from the higher resolution coefficients by the filter bank. Figure 5.1
schematically presents a perfect reconstruction filter bank (where M = 2), which
provides a recursive algorithm for wavelet decom position through h(k) and g(k) as
well as reconstructing th e original function from wavelet coefficients c{k) and detail
coefficients d(k).
If the output of the synthesis filter bank is equal to the input of th e analysis filter
bank, then the filter bank has perfect reconstruction. T he symbol 4- Af indicates the
operation of down-sampling by M , i.e., the process of discarding all b u t every M ’th
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h(n)

Cn(i)

■(i)
g(n)’

g(n)

Analysis

Synthesis

Figure 5.1: Perfect Reconstruction F ilter B ank for Fast Wavelet Transform Algorithm.

sam ple, while the symbol t L stands for th e operation of up-sampling by L, i.e., the
process of inserting ail but every T ’th sam ple.
In this work, the 2-D discrete wavelet is of interest, whose form ulation can be
regarded as separable, i.e., the wavelets m ay be expressed as the products of two one
dim ensional functions. The corresponding 2-D filter coefficients can be represented
by th e tensor product,
hiLik, I) = h(k)h(l),

hLn ik, I) = h{k)g{l)

hn Uk, I) = g{k)h{l) ,

hHH{k, I) = g{k)g{l)

The filter outputs are called low-low (LL), low-high (LH), high low (HL), and highhigh (HH) bands (detailed description can be found in the wavelet literature [9]).
Roughly, the magnitude of th e wavelet coefficient indicates the presence or absence
of a p articular pattern while its sign indicates the phase of the p attern . In wavelet
transform domain, the underlying tex tu re is the same regardless of the sm all shifts and
therefore wavelet analysis has been apphed to texture detection in im age processing
for more th an a decade. In the following chapter, the state of the a rt techniques wül
find th eir applications in document im age processing.
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CHAPTER 6

DOCUM ENT SEGM ENTATION USING WAVELET M ETHOD
Wavelet t r ansform s have been widely used as effective tools in tex tu re segm entation
in the past decade. Segmentation of docum ent images, which usually contain three
types of texture information, namely, tex t, picture and background, can be regarded
as a special case of texture segm entation. B-spline wavelets possess some desirable
properties such as being well localized in tim e and frequency, and being compactly
supported, which make them an effective tool for texture analysis. In this chapter,
cubic B-sphne wavelets are apphed to docum ent images; thereafter, a simple and
efficient new algorithm for docum ent segm entation is developed. Each textu re is fea
tured by several regional and statistical characteristics estim ated a t th e outputs of
high frequency bands of spline wavelet transform s. Then three-means classification
is apphed for classifying pixels w ith sim ilar features. We also exam ine and evaluate
the contributions of different factors to the segm entation results from the angles of
decomposition level, frequency band, feature selection and wavelet function. Seg
m entation experiments indicate th a t this approach is superior to other traditional
m ethods in term s of memory space and processing time.
6.1

Introduction

Wavelet transform s play an im p o rtan t role in texture classification and image
segmentation. Providing an alternative to th e classical Short-Time Fourier Transform
(STFT), the sta te of the art wavelet transform s are most suited for th e analysis of non-
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stationary signals. Usually, for 1-D and 2-D signals, singularities and abrupt variation
points carry m ore information th an other slowly changed points. Given a document
image, the locations of these singularities and a b ru p t variation points provide the
image features, which is closely related to wavelet transform .

Observing th a t an

image can be best segmented using different features in different areas, P orter et al.
[51] propose an autom atic scheme which can select th e optim al features using wavelet
analysis. In [36], wavelet packet representations a t m ultiple scales are used as the
texture signature, and appropriate features extracted from wavelet decompositions
are measured. Based on this “signature”, classification can then be performed.
Among wavelet famihes, orthogonal wavelet system s attrac t m ost attention in
both research and applications due to their many practical features, such as yielding
robust and sym m etric formulations. However, resultant disadvantages are also obvi
ous. Com phcated design equations are needed and desired linear phase analysis is
unavailable. It has also been shown that real-valued compactly supported orthonor
mal wavelets are not sym m etric nor antisym m etric. Yet, since the wavelet is used
as a bandpass filter in signal analysis, sym m etry and antisym m etry are equivalent to
linear phase and generalized linear phase, respectively. So to m aintain the minimum
support, one m ust give up a certain structure in wavelet function. Actually at the ex
pense of energy partitioning efficiency, the biorthogonal wavelet system, which uses a
nonorthogonal basis and dual basis, can be developed and then greater flexibility can
be obtained. B-splines biorthogonal wavelets are com pactly supported for decomposi
tion and reconstruction. O ther properties include sym m etry and exact reconstruction
which are possible with Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters (but not in orthogonal
case).
Unser et al. show the usefulness of the spline wavelet transform for texture anal
ysis and segmentation in [70]. Different types of spline wavelet decompositions are
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im plem ented, and their properties are com pared an d evaluated. Unser et al. [71] char
acterize different textures using a set of channel variances estim ated a t th e o u tp u ts
of th e corresponding filter banks. In th e sam e paper, comparison of the classification
perform ance of various orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelets is m ade. O rthogonal
representation is especially relevant in coding application. The cardinal represen
ta tio n is well suited for the conventional signal processing for it provides a precise
rendition of the underlying continuous functions in term s of the sam pled values. T h e
B-spline wavelets can be closely approxim ated by G abor functions, and are therefore
very well localized in space and frequency. A nother feature of the B-sphne represen
tatio n is the compact support o f th e basis functions, which could be very useful for
perform ing numerical com putation. The m ain advantage of the dual representation
is th e sim phcity of the analysis filters (useful for some p attern recognition apphcations). It seems th at B-sphne an d D-spline wavelets can be the candidate wavelets
for docum ent segmentation.
This work addresses an im p o rtan t step in document analysis, i.e, segm enting
docum ent images using wavelets. T he significance of document image segm entation
is evident and much research has been done in this area.

However, m ajor work

focuses on finding discrim inators for different textures based on feature extraction
in spatial domain. Using wavelet-dom ain features only, without combining spatialdom ain information to fachitate th e operation of image segm entation, is an open
research problem with great significance. Due to the reasons hsted in the previous
paragraphs, cubic B-sphne wavelets wiU be used in the study of docum ent image
segm entation. In addition, another useful property of cubic B-sphne wavelets is th e
availabihty of an efficient im plem entation, i.e., a fast algorithm based on this wavelet
basis could be conducted by m eans of Q uadrature Mirror Filter (QM F) [71].
The rest of the chapter is organized as foUows: In Section 6.2, the previous work on
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document segm entation will be reviewed and th e design strategy of this work will also
be stated. T h en a n introduction of B-sphne wavelets used in this research is presented
in Section 6.3. T he new segm entation algorithm based on B-sphne wavelet transform
is proposed in Section 6.4.

A fter applying th e new segmentation algorithm to a

series of te s t d a ta , we present some experim ental results and discuss the perform ance
associated w ith several param eters considered in this investigation in Section 6.5 and
6.6, respectively. Finally, in Section 6.7 we sum m arize th e results and conclude the
chapter.
6.2

Document Segm entation

In th e early stage of docum ent analysis, stru c tu re layout analysis [19] is performed
to obtain groups of document components by a physical segmentation. Usually, seg
m entation can be implemented to isolate words, te x t lines, and structural blocks, i.e.,
separated paragraphs or table-of-contents entries. Thus, functional layout analysis
can be conducted by labeling th e structural blocks and indicating functions of the
blocks. T hen, O C R techniques are apphed to these isolated regions. In addition, dig
ital com puters and com puter networks make it possible to access the electronically
stored docum ents. We need to isolate text from pictures and graphics so th a t the
tex t region can be stored and searched efficiently.
The estabhshed segm entation algorithms for docum ent images can be generally
grouped into top-down and bottom -up classes. M ost top-down techniques are devel
oped based on RLS algorithm and the projection profile cut. RLS algorithm is apphed
in both horizontal and vertical directions to binary images, and then th e logic AND
of these two o u tp u t images would consist of blocks which represent different func
tional areas. Such blocks can be further classified and assigned a specific class. This
algorithm first views the entire image globally and th en divides the image into small
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areas hy x — y cuts. The bottom -up algorithm is different from the top-down in the
sense th a t it first groups pixels into coimected components and then merges them
into lager areas.
Since text regions in a document are very unique and are quite distinct from
the texture of background or non-text regions, it is possible to separate te x t from
other non-text regions, such as graphics and pictures. Document segm entation can
be implemented in a number of ways. In [29], Jain et al. propose a m ethod based
on multichannel filtering techniques for docum ent segmentation. Two-dimensional
Gabor filters are used to extract texture features and this algorithm has been shown
to perform very well for a variety of tex tu re classification and segm entation tasks.
In the same paper, the Gabor filters’ special characteristics of being well localized in
space and frequency are utilized. However, the disadvantage of the above m ethod is
also obvious. F irst, it has intensive com putational complexity. Second, the outputs of
Gabor filter hanks are not m utually orthogonal and there is considerable correlation
between texture features.

These problems can be avoided if one uses a different

wavelet transform which would give a time-frequency locahzation of th e signal and at
the same time, th e calculation of the coeflScients from the signal can be carried out
efficiently. Polynomial splines basis functions (B-spline) have a relation to th e multi
resolution analysis of L^. B-spline wavelet transform s possess a property which is
very similar to th a t of Gabor functions. One of the attractive features of polynomial
splines is th at th ey can be generated by repeated convolutions of a rectangular pulse.
Moreover, polynomial sphnes have good smoothness properties.

It is possible to

achieve any degree of regularity by sim ply increasing the order of the splines. Another
advantage of sphnes is th at they can be m anipulated easily because of their analytic
forms.

O perations such as differentiation and integration can be performed in a

straightforward m anner. Above properties imply the possibihty of simphfying the
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development of num erical algorithm s for image segm entation using a B-spHne-based
approach. Some related work on texture segm entation has been reported in [39, 71].
6.3

B-spline W avelets

Polynomial splines are usually used in approxim ation theory and num erical anal
ysis. T hey possess some attractiv e features [59] w hich can lead to a variety of appli
cations. T hey have relatively sm ooth functions a n d also easy to store, m anipulate,
and evaluate on a digital com puter. They have a sim ple and explicit analytical form.
The basis functions of B-splines are compactly su p p o rted and can be generated by
repeated convolution of a rectangular pulse. These features mean th a t fast algorithm
can be obtained in the development of num erical algorithm s for wavelet transform s
in image processing.
The central B-sphne with a n order of n, denoted by /?” , can be generated by
repeated convolution of a B-sphne of order 0.
(6.1)
In the above equation, 0^{x) denotes the characteristic function in th e interval
[—1,1). Based on the B-spline polynomial, B-sphne wavelets with underlying sym
metric F IR filters can be constructed [68]. Figure 6.1 hlustrates a representation
of B-sphne for n = 3 (cubic B-sphne) scahng function and wavelets. Notice th a t
the wavelets are sym m etric. It is weU-known th a t one of the advantages of wavelet
analysis is th a t the lower resolution coeflScients can be calculated firom th e higher
resolution coefficients by a tree structure caUed filter bank. By means of QMF, a
fast algorithm for com puting orthogonal wavelet transform s was proposed by MaUat
in [40]. A num ber of operations which are proportional to the size of initial discrete
data is needed in a Fast W avelet Transform algorithm (FW T). Unser et al. [68] show
th at this fast algorithm can also be extended for nonorthogonal basis functions. The
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Figure 6.1: Cubic B-spliue. (a) Scaling Function; (b) W avelet Function

wavelet approximation coefficient c(fc) and detail coefficient d{k) a t level (z + 1) can
be obtained as follows:
C(t+i)(fc) = <

4-00
51

> = -7^[h * C(,-)]42(fc)

i = - 0 0

+00

d{i+i){k) = < 5 2
l= -o o

where,

( 6 .2 )

V 4

_

2

> = —^ [ g * C(i)]i2(^')

(6.3)

V4

^ are scaling function and wavelet function, and (p, ^ are their duals,

respectively.
6.4

Proposed Segm entation Algorithm

Several segmentation algorithm s based on extracting features from wavelet trans
form dom ain have been proposed recently. In [51] a criterion which utihzes ratio of
the m ean energy in the four low-frequency channels to th at in three middle-frequency
channels is suggested to distinguish sm ooth images from textured images. Li et al. [37]
observe th a t text images and picture images are different in the continuity of their
distributions and the wavelet coefficients in the high frequency bands usually follow
a Laplacian distribution. T hey thus define features depending on the shape of the
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histogram of wavelet coefficients. In [36], a multiple scale approach is introduced
and th e performance of wavelet packet is investigated- T he authors conclude that
m ultiresolution properties of wavelet transforms are useful for appHcations such as
segm entation, classification, and d iscr im in a tio n of textures.
Based on the observation th a t the energy of tex t texture, which is well preserved af
te r wavelet transforms, could be used as a signature distinguishing itself from textures
of background and smooth picture, a new algorithm is thus proposed for document
image segm entation. The basic procedure for the proposed segm entation algorithm
consists of four steps as follows:
1. Im age Decomposition
As m entioned earfier, tex t texture features dense distribution of abrupt variation
points, which can be detected by wavelet analysis. The step of image decom
position uses a biorthogonal wavelet transform , i.e., B-spline wavelets [71] to
locate these singularities of original images.
2. Feature Extraction
Determ ining feature vectors is concerned w ith finding the best representation of
original d a ta so discrim in a tio n and classification of textures can be implemented
based on the reduced d a ta set. Obviously, the benefit of this step is the direct
reduction of computational complexity for the rem aining processing. In this
algorithm , the two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform and cubic B-spline
basis are used to decompose images into four frequency bands of LL, LH, HL,
and HH [72]. Feature vectors are formed from HL, HH or LH, HH subbands be
cause these high frequency subbands tend to amplify corresponding horizontal,
vertical, and diagonal edges.
3. Classification
The K-means classification is widely used for grouping together those pixels in
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the image which have sim ilar features iu th e feature space. The m ajo r step
of the K-means classification is to calculate the Euclidean distance function
d{ Ck,X), where X represents the pixel’s feature vector, and Ck is th e cluster
center, defined as the m ean vector of all its members ,

£ {1,2,..., K \ . Pixels

are then relabeled according to their new nearest cluster centers. The process is
repeated until a stable feature partition is obtained. In this work, the classifica
tion algorithm is either 2-means or 3-means classification depending on specific
apphcations.
4. Post-Processing
A fter classification, mis-segmentation will usually occur due to the irregular
ity of input d ata or the poor quality of original images. Most of these errors
can be efiminated by post-processing o utput of the previous step, which could
be combining context inform ation or checking p a ttern template to remove the
errors.
The segmentation can be supervised or un-supervised. In the former, no a priori
information about the image is required while in the latter, some assumptions about
the texture are given. Most segmentation techniques rely on prior knowledge or
assumptions about the generic document layout structure. In this work, we simply
assume th a t the number of different textures in the processed image is given.
In practice, features are calculated from small regions which are obtained by divid
ing these subbands into blocks of size M x M . Basically, the following three stru ctu ral
features are considered for the classification [71, 11]:
• Mean feature of the region (r, c) defined by,
1 MM
1=1 i = i

where, c{i,j) is the wavelet coefficient a t the location of (ij).
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Standard deviation of th e region (r, c) com puted as follows:
MM

2
<^r,c —
\

where, m is the m ean feature of the region (r, c) and c ( i ,j ) is the wavelet
coefficient at the location of

Usually, for the background texture, the

value of this feature tends to be zero while for the text texture, th e value is
m uch larger due to th e fact th a t m any a b ru p t changes exist. T he gray-level
values of sm ooth pictures change so slowly th a t their stan d ard deviation are
close to th a t of background.
• Energy in the (r, c) region defined by:
1

M
j

M

t= l j = l

T he energy distribution in the four bands of wavelet transform dom ain is quite
different depending on the type of the tex tu re.

It is observed th a t in the

gray-level smoothly varied picture image m ost energies distribute at the lowfrequency bands. However, in the gray-level sharply changed tex t image, large
energies exist in both the low and high frequency bands [51].
Figure 6.2(b) shows an interm ediate o u tp u t image of k-means classification, in
which some image parts are labeled erroneously as tex t or background regions in
th e o u tp u t image. Therefore, th e subsequent post-processing is necessary for good
segm entation results. T his step includes sam e tex tu re merging and segm entation
refining in two stages. F irst, for the output im age of k-means classification, text
blocks which equal or less th a n a threshold a p art are merged into a continuous region
of sam e texture, in either horizontal direction or vertical direction. The choice of
thresholds are determined by document layout and how fine you want to segment
th e te x t blocks. The m erging is implemented in horizontal and vertical directions.
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respectively. The thresholds of 3 in horizontal and 2 in vertical directions are used in
th e following experiments. T he technique we adopt is similar to RLS algorithm [74]
except th a t the logical O R function on th e tw o o utputs is conducted to determ ine the
functional regions. The incurred “noise” , for instance, some isolated blocks labeled
as “te x t” existing in th e picture (see Figure 6.2(b)), can be removed by incorporating
m ore contextual evidence a n d m erging surrounding blocks, which is conducted via a
m edian filter. We have to fu rth er refine th e result so th a t text inform ation would not
be lost around the segm entation edge areas. Dilation operation is introduced to add
blocks to th e boundaries of te x t regions.
6.5

E xperim ental Results

T he set of test images consists of 100 typical document images scanned from news
papers, technical journals and books. Figure 6.3(a) gives a document im age which is
scanned a t 150 dpi w ith a size of 829 x 687. This test image includes three types of
textures, namely, text, sm ooth picture and background. The decom position results
of a cubic B-spfine wavelet are illustrated in Figure 6.3(b). We can see th a t edges
of th e original image are well preserved in wavelet transform domain, which reflects
th e good property of cubic B-spline wavelets. Figure 6.2 illustrates a segm entation
exam ple and shows some interm ediate and final segmentation results obtained at
different phases of the experim ent. T he o u tp u t image from the previous stage auto
m atically becomes the input d a ta of next processing stage. The choosing of block size,
a problem concerning segm entation accuracy and processing speed, wül be discussed
in detail in Section 5, while in th is case, th e block size of 3 x 3 has been selected.
Original image in Figure 6.2(a) is th e test im age and inputed into our segm entation
system . The output image of three-m eans classification is shown in Figure 6.2(b). To
ex tract text regions from th e im age and for th e convenience of processing, we only
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Figure 6.2: Performance of the Proposed Segmentation M ethod on a Document Im
age. (In this image, black, white and gray colors label the picture, text and back
ground, respectively.) (a) Original Image; (b) O utput Image of Three-means Seg
mentation; (c) Horizontal Merging; (d) Vertical Merging; (e) O R O peration on (c)
and (d); (f) Median Filtering Result; (g) D ilation Processing; (h) Final Segmentation
Result

distinguish text from nontext. The merging results in horizontal and vertical direc
tions are presented in Figures 6.2(c) and (d) respectively. T he logical OR operation
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Figure 6.3: An E xam ple o f Cubic B-spline W avelet Transform, (a) Original Image
Scanned at ISOdpf (829 x 687). (b) One-Level Decomposed Im age Using a Cubic
Spline Wavelet

(see Figure 6.2(e)) is ap p lied on Figures 6.2(c) a n d 6.2(d). Then after median filtering
(see Figure 6.2(f)) and (dilation processing (see Figure 6.2(g)), the final segm entation
result is presented in F ig u re 6.2(h). Another exam ple is dem onstrated in Figure 6.4.
M any results dem onstrate th a t text regions can be segmented correctly w ith high
accuracy just after thre«-m eans classification a n d m ost picture regions also can be
isolated out without e rro r after post-processing. One of the frequently incurred er
rors in three-means clasisiflcation is th at some p a rts of pictures are misclassified as
th e background texture "by the system.
The skew often occurs when an image is scanned. We know th a t many algo
rithm s work poorly on skewed images (top-down based algorithm s). To prove the
robustness of our algorithm , we specially include an im age w ith a skew of 10° (see
Figure 6.5(a)). The alg o iith m is applied to this im age and the segm entation result is
shown in Figure 6.5(b), where tex t and picture regions can still be segmented. The
example and other experim ents performed later illustrate th a t this algorithm can
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Figure 6.4: A nother E xam ple (756 x 595). (a) Original Im age Scanned a t 200 dpi;
(b) O utput Image of T hree-m eans Classification

handle skewed images or slanted text strings. Experim ental results also show th a t
proposed algorithm can easily deal with handw ritten text as weU. This is illustrated
in Figure 6.6, which consists of a handw ritten text image w ith a resolution of 200 dpi
and the segm entation result obtained after two-means cleissification.
Figure 6.7 plots th e final cluster centers, i.e., th e mean vectors for three images of
Figure 6.2(a), Figure 6.5(a) (unrotated version) and its ro tated version. The mean,
standard deviation and energy features are obtained from first-level HL, LH and HH
bands, respectively. The sohd fines corresponding to the te x t texture have the highest
m ean values for alm ost nine features and thus can be used as a criterion to distin
guish the text texture from other textures. Such high values also dem onstrate high
intensity variation. Similarly, lowest mean values corresponding to th e background
reveal low intensity variation in spatial domain. Ju st the very different mean centers
for these three textures makes segmentation possible. Looking back a t the original
image of Figure 6.3(a), we see th a t the picture p a rt displays significant high- and low-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: Performance of th e Proposed M ethod on a Skewed D ocum ent Image, (a)
Input Document Image R otated by 10°, Scanned a t 300 dpi (872 x 580); (b) O utput
Image of Three-means Classification

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: Performance of th e Proposed Segm entation Method on a Handwritten
Document Image (775 x 411). (a) Input H andw ritten Document Image Scanned at
200 dpi; (b) O utput Image of Two-means Classification

intensity contrast due to the effects of newspaper texture in the course of digitization
(i.e., degraded original image). Therefore m any small edges of picture texture are
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observed in the HH band which explains the apparent anomaly of having high stan
d ard deviation and energy values for this band in the plot of Figure 6.7(a). Despite
th e abnorm al features of picture texture in the HH band, we stül segm ent the image
correctly. However, if insufficient distinguishing power is offered to th e classifier, the
100
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Figure 6.7: Cluster Centers of th e Nine Features from Three Bands Corresponding
to the Image in (a) Figure 6.3(a); (b) Figure 6.5(a) (Unrotated Version); (c) Fig
ure 6.5(a). In These Plots, Text Class is Marked by Sohd Line, P icture Class by
Dash-dot Line, and Background Class by Doted Line.

desired classification result m ay not be obtained. Figure 6.8 shows such an example
where the subbands of HL and LH are used to classify three textures of text, smooth
picture and background. Because the im portant features of high frequency band (HH)
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are n o t included, the classifier could not distinguish text firom sm ooth pictures and
segm entation process thus fails a t th e stage of three-m eans classification.

S a #
Figure 6.8: Segmentation Failure Due to Insufficient Distinguishing Power

Generally, this wavelet-based algorithm works on a variety of document images
w ith different fonts, size and spacing as show n in the above examples. T he edges
in sp atial dom ain can be found from the wavelet transform by identifying peaks at
corresponding locations, i.e., finding large value features. The same segm entation
result should be achieved if the different fonts provides roughly same am ount of edges
(this is usually true). For th e different font size, edge density is stül an im portant
m easurem ent for good segm entation results. If th e font size is so large th a t distribu
tion p a ttern of big wavelet coefficients for th e te x t in the wavelet transform dom ain
would be s im ilar to th a t of sm ooth pictures, th en only small portions of th e tex t
(edge area of the font) wül be correctly classified. However, even this small portion
could be autom atically modified to the labeling of picture or background later in
th e post-processing since the rem aining portion of the text (context) is classified into
sm ooth pictures or background. For instance, very large titles of newspapers are hard
to be distinguished from sm ooth picture images. The space between words or lines
helps segmentation. Depending on applications, the im portance for spacing varies.
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If we w ant to detect how m any lines an image consists of, th e space between lines
will make this work easy with no doubts. If we wish the text to appear in connected
blocks, th en the space plays h ttle role because m erging thresholds wiU be increased
accordingly and cancel the effects of space except for margin areas.
A nother advantage of the algorithm s is th a t it can detect m ore th a n one picture
image and handle some complex cases (see Figure 6.9). Figure 6.9(a) shows an original
image. We would like to extract the te x t out from the image and 2-means classification
is applied (see Figure 6.9(b)). T he final segm entation result is shown in Figure 6.9(c).

There are two restrictions for this algorithm . For some degraded images, there
wül be more misclassification. For instance, if due to the bad quality of original
docum ent, tex t in a scanned digital image is blurred severely, th en the segm entation
system would have a tendency to recognize this p a rt as image or background (see
Figure 6.10). However, after some preprocessing such as contrast enhancement, most
of misclassified areas can be removed as shown in Figure 6.9. Secondly, if the picture
image contains unusually active inform ation (i.e., edges is densely distributed), then
corresponding part of picture image wül be incorrectly segmented as texts. In addi
tion, large bold characters are easy to be excluded from text regions by the systems
as mentioned before.
6.6

Effects of System P aram eters and Time Analysis

Notice th a t the proposed algorithm builds feature vectors based on first-level coef
ficient information. W ül results be b e tte r if high-level band inform ation is included?
Also, if different wavelet functions are involved, it is desirable to know how the re
sult changes. Therefore, in the foUowing subsections, we wül further compare and
analyze the segmentation results by considering th e foUowing factors: decomposition
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.9: Segmentation of a Document Im age w ith th e Size of 791 x 1024. (a)
Original Image; (b) O utput Image of Two-means Classification; (c) Segmentation
Result; (d) E xtracted Text Image

levels, frequency bands, feature selection, and wavelet functions. We measure the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm by introducing th e concept of “Percent of
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.10: Processing of Some Degraded Images, (a) A Degraded Version of Fig
ure 6.9(a); (b) Segm entation Result

segmentation error” , denoted as
P .=

and defined by.

N um ber o f m isc la ssifie d p ixe ls
X 100%
T otle N u m b e r o f pixels in the im age

where, the num ber of misclassified pixels with respect to th e hum an labeling for every
output image of k-means classification is counted.

Instead of analyzing the final

segmentation results, the segm entation results at the stage of k-means classification
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have been evaluated because th e output of k-means classification directly reflects
th e effects and capabilities of th e above four factors on image segm entation. Due
to the fact th a t the background is easy to classify an d it is rarely labeled as other
textures by mistake, the misclassified pixels have been grouped into three cases: text
region misclassified as picture, picture region misclassified as te x t and picture region
misclassified as background. W ithout considerably influencing the Pg results, the
situation th a t the tex t is incorrectly segmented as background has been ignored for
th e simplicity. In the following, we experiment w ith th e 100 test images mentioned in
Section 6.5 and the results listed in the tables are random ly picked from the outputs
of the set of test images.
6.6.1

Decomposition Levels

In the previous sections, only the first-level wavelet coefficients have been ana
lyzed to segment docum ent images for the sahe of simplicity. It has already been
shown th a t segm entation could be achieved by taking advantage of the first-level
coefficients. As m entioned earlier, an im portant property of wavelet transforms is
providing a m ultiresolution analysis. Therefore, to investigate the significance of high
level wavelet energy, we make 2-level decompositions of cubic B-spline wavelets on
test images and then ex tract features (energy and stan d ard deviation features) from
HL, LH, and HH bands. It is found th at the image could not be correctly segmented
by processing second-level wavelet coefficients only. Table 6.1 presents the results by
distinguishing three conditions, i.e., using first level only, second level only, and both
first and second levels, where “F ” denotes th e failure of segm entation (see Figure 6.8
for such an example). By combining features from first- and second-level together and
m aintaining other conditions unchanged, a to ta l of 12 features have been obtained. It
is shown th a t segm entation results could not be considerably improved ju st by com-
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bining more information from higher level bands. We notice th at the percentage of
segm entation error even increases for some images, which suggests th a t redundancy
in feature vectors may increase uncertainty of classification process.
Table 6.1: T he Percentage of Segm entation Error (Pe) Using different Level of Cubic
B-spline W avelets (%)
Level
1
2
1 ,2

No. of Feat.
6
6
12

Image 1
0.92
F
0.71

Im age 2
0.57
F
0.80

6.6.2

Image 3
1.69
F
1.50

Image 4
1.78
F
1.30

Image 5
1.20
F
1.29

Image 6
4.09
F
4.90

Frequency Bands

It is known th a t LH, HL and H H bands of wavelet transform s preserve horizontal-,
vertical- and diagonal-direction edge information, respectively. We treat coefficients
of these three bands equally before, but actually th ey play different roles in solving
th e segm entation task as shown in Table 6.2. In th e experiments, we calculate three
features of m ean, standard deviation and energy for th e frequency bands as specified
in Table 6.2 after applying the cubic B-spline wavelet decomposition to the test im
age. The results show th a t the high frequency band band, HH, obviously has more
discrim inating power compared to other bands in the algorithm and the segmentation
goal could not be achieved w ithout information of this band. The segm entation result
obtained using (LH, HH) or (HL, HH) is comparable to th a t of using three of them
(HH, LH, HL) although for some images the segm entation error may slightly increase.
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Table 6.2: T he Percentage of Segmentation E rror (Pe) Using Different Combination
of Frequency Bands (%)
Band
LH, HL, HH
LH, HL
LH, HH
HL, HH

Image 1
0.90
F
1.03
1.10

Image 2
0.57
F
0.68
0.60

6.6.3

Image 3
1.60
F
1.98
2.01

Image 4
1.88
F
2.69
1.79

Image 5
1.20
F
1.89
1.65

Image 6
4.06
F
5.32
4.89

Feature Selections

Selecting a good set of features can not only reduce the dimension of feature
vectors, but also speed up the classification and improve the segmentation accuracy.
In the above experiments, mean, standard deviation and energy are used to form
feature vectors for K-means classification. To investigate the contribution of every
feature to segmentation, three experiments have been performed and in each of them ,
mean, standard deviation and energy features have been used respectively while other
conditions have been kept the same. It is found th a t using standard deviation, or
energy, or both together can successfully segment the test images without noticeably
degrading the quality of segm entation results. B ut if only using mean feature, the
segmentation result would be incorrect, which means th a t it is impossible to segment
an image by adopting mean feature alone. This conclusion could also be drawn from
Figure 6.7, which shows th at m ean features of each subband of images are about zero
and thus contribute httle or nothing to segmentation process.
6.6.4

Wavelet Functions

H aar wavelet, Daubechies wavelets Dg, Dg and

are used along with Cubic B-

Sphne wavelets in this experiment. Haar wavelet is the simplest possible orthogonal
wavelet system and finds a lot of apphcations in image processing. Orthonormal
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wavelets D 2 , Dg and Dgo are sim ilar wavelets, b u t the first had fewest vanishing
moments and th e last has largest regularity. In this experiment, energy a n d standard
deviation features are extracted from high frequency bands, i.e., HH, LH, and tex t
and nontext, tw o types of textures, are distinguished using 2-means classification. To
statistically com pare the distinguishing power of different wavelets, th e num ber of
images, whose Pe by using one of th e wavelets provided above falls in a certain given
range, is recorded. Table 6.3 suggests th a t the num ber of images w ith low percentages
of segm entation erro r using Cubic B-Spline is generally less than th a t of o th er wavelet
analysis functions based on the set of 100 docum ent images. E xperim ental results
also show th a t cubic B-Spline has reduced percentage of segm entation erro r by around
0.1-0.5% for th e experim ental set of images. T he other conclusion is th a t th e longer
analyzing functions (D 20) does not necessarily provide a more efficient representation
for texture discrim ination th an the shorter one. O n the contrary, the

wavelets

have shown b e tte r performance in term s of percentage of segm entation error th an D 2 ,
and L>20Table 6.3: Segm entation Results Com paring the Performance of Different Wavelet
Functions by th e Num ber of Images w ith a P e in the range of (a% - b%)
W avelet Function
H aar
D2
Ds
D20
Cubic B-SpHne

0-0.5
17
20
27
19
30

0.5-1
19
18
20
14
25

6.6.5

Tim e Analysis

1-1.5
25
19
23
17
21

1.5-2.5
24
13
12
28
9

2.5-4
11
16
8
10
8

4-5
4
14
10
12
7

The current im plem entation of th e proposed algorithm requires about 12 s (We
mean CPU seconds in this context) to process a 512 x 512 image using MATLAB
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software on a P entium II processor (400Mhz). In a p articular experiment, energy and
standard deviation features are produced from H H and LH subbands using 3 x 3 block.
Then 0.52 s and 1.70 s are used for wavelet transform s and feature extraction. The
two-means clustering operation needs 9.83 s. Post-processing consumes 0.61 s. In the
same software and hardw are environments, segm entation algorithm based on G abor
filter [29] requires ab o u t 37 seconds of CPU tim e to process a 512 x 512 image. O ur
algorithm gains speed advantage while achieving comparable segm entation results.
The speed-up of our algorithm is largely due to th e reduction of volume of d ata
set involved in com putation. Before the feature extraction, the d a ta is reduced by
approximately a factor of 2 since two wavelet subbands are used. T he d a ta is further
reduced significantly after feature extraction. T he o th er reason for th e speed-up is
simplicity of the algorithm . Directly taking advantage of edge detection ability of
wavelet transform s, th e algorithm characterizes tex t regions by their regular edge
distribution versus background or smooth picture images.
Because the algorithm is block-based, segm entation accuracy is largely determ ined
by the size of blocks. The block size is closely connected with the am ount of d ata
to be processed and further affects the segm entation speed. Figures 6.11 and 6.12
show 3-means classification results and extracted te x t by applying different block sizes
ranging from 2 x 2 to 16 x 16.

The criteria for choosing the window size is to find

possible large size which helps to achieve fast processing while m aintaining acceptable
segmentation results. W hile the smaller block size means more accurate segm entation
as shown in Figure 6.12, the disadvantage is the slow-down of processing. Figure 6.13
shows CPU tim e comparison of segmentation based on the same image and under
same conditions by varying block size. The processing tim e used in the above exper
iment is decreasing dram atically as the block increases. By considering the factors of
segmentation accuracy and tim e complexity together, th e sizes of 3 x 3 and 4 x 4 are
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Figure 6.11: O utput Images of 3-means Classification by Applying a W indow Size of
(a) 2 X 2; (b) 3 X 3; (c) 4 x 4; (d) 6 x 6; (e) 8 x 8; (f) 16 x 16.
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Figure 6.12: E xtracted Text by Applying a Window Size of (a) 2 x 2; (b) 3 x 3 ; (c)
4 X 4; (d) 6 X 6; (e) 8 x 8 ; (e) 16 x 16.

usually chosen and used in this research. Practically, if th e objective of image process
ing is just to gain a coarse segmentation, then larger block size would be considered.
Hence, depending on the appHcation and the desired com putational performance, the
block size could be determined. Notice that as the block size increases, the time for
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three-means classification is considerably reduced. Especially, about 1.5 seconds are
needed for segm entation using larger block size 16 x 16.
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Figure 6.13: Tim e Comparison by Using Different Block Sizes

6.7

Summary and Conclusion

This work is related to th e spline wavelet application on document segmentation.
The possibilities and efficiency of such wavelet application were investigated. The
capability of the B-spline transform to distinguish tex t and picture textures was
analyzed to segment gazetteer images acquired from scanners.
The standard deviation and energy of the transform ed coefficients are used to
build feature vectors. Three-m eans classifier is employed to group pixels according
to the homogeneity of th e features. Post-processing of the classification refines this
grouping and allows to extract tex t blocks from th e images, which are of interests of
OCR systems. The foregoing analysis suggests th a t th e HH band of wavelet transform
is very im portant for segm entation and th e standard deviation and energy features
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contains enough texture inform ation which helps to classify the image. Such conclu
sions can help reduce th e tim e com plexity of the algorithm and improve th e efficiency
of segm entation as well. Different wavelets are analyzed in order to compare their
contribution power to the feature vectors. T he results have proved th a t B-spline is
superior by its properties for th e above mentioned application.
Various experimental results have revealed the abilities of this technique to cope
w ith the different problems arising in the course of docum ent segm entation. Skewed
and handw ritten documents are segmented correctly. In the case of low quality image,
preprocessing is implemented first, i.e., contrast enhancem ent is apphed, and then
segm entation is performed based on the sharpened version.
T he set of documents which is lim ited to the new spaper or magazine articles has
been considered in the experim ents. In practice, a variety of other classes such as
graphics (chart, diagrams), tables, and formulas, etc, can be encountered in document
images. T he segmentation of such compound docum ents m ight involve more features
for classification by exploiting inform ation from both spectral and spatial domains.
Future work wül be concerned w ith extracting more efficient feature vectors from
multi-level decompositions and investigating the pyram idal approach for achieving
accurate segmentation.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FU TU RE W O RK
In th e previous chapters, docum ent compression schemes have been reviewed and the
existing techniques for image processing in compressed dom ain have been examined.
The goal of this research is to analyze current compression schemes, in conjunction
w ith image processing techniques, from a higher level an d try to identify a synergy
between them prior to the design of an efficient compression scheme. A new algorithm
which facilitates image processing while m aintaining reasonable memory space is thus
developed for binary document images. Under the sam e principle, extending this
work to other compressed dom ains such as the JB IG standard and wavelet-based
compressions, some new algorithm s have been proposed and investigated to address
docum ent image processing or som e operations of it, in detail.
One of the basic problems th a t has been tackled is how to take advantage of
stru ctural information in compressed domain. This m eans th a t features should be
characterized and organized based on coded data. T he corresponding analysis for
ITU fax standards and JBIG stan d ard for document images has been provided in
C hapter 2, 3, and 4. Generally, this research presents a clear picture for deciding how
to handle compressed images by analyzing and capturing th e existing characteristics.
O ther research on speeding image analysis, by processing compressed images directly
or concurrently while decompressing, has also inspired this work.
The second basic problem considered was to investigate the possibility of mod
ifying existing schemes so th a t images can be processed efficiently. Some research
published in hterature provided fast and useful algorithm s for a specific compression
109
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scheme, for instance, skew detection in G4 dom ain and rotation for n m d a ta . Obvi
ously, there are restrictions for this type of research since the compression schemes are
fixed and are impossible to adjust for fast image processing. As m entioned earlier, for
most existing compression algorithms, signal distortion, bit rate, and coding complex
ity are m ajor issues to be considered. This kind of compressed-domain processing is
limited by unorganized coding structures. Since processing speed is an im p o rtan t fac
tor for a com petitive document processing system, it m ay be beneficial to design some
new docum ent compression algorithms or modify current coding schemes, so th a t a
balance between compression rate and compressed-domain accessibility is achieved.
The novelty of this work lies in im plem enting extensive research to investigate how a
coding scheme could be constructed to benefit accessibility of image d ata.
The final basic problem addressed was how to conduct image analysis using the
emerging technology of wavelet analysis. Document images are distinguished from
other types of images by offering densely distributed singularities and abrupt variation
points in the te x t p a rt of images. Wavelet transform s have shown the abilities to
detect these fast changing points. To conduct this analysis effectively, the feature
vectors have been constructed based on wavelet coefficients, which m ean reduced
data sets, com pared to the original images. An efficient classifier, K-means classifier,
has been applied to wavelet high frequency bands of docum ent images so th a t different
textures of docum ent images can be recognized in an efficient way.
This dissertation has made a num ber of contributions to the area of compresseddomain processing, which are summarized in the following section.

Further, the

dissertation will be concluded by suggesting several avenues for future work based on
this research.
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I ll
7.1

Sum m ary of the C ontributions

• A new compression scheme, MG4, for binary docum ent images has been de
signed, tested, and verified.

In addition to being competitive w ith existing

compression standards, th e new scheme allows for rapid m anipulation of com
pressed binary d ata. T he algorithm s developed in this research can be utilized
by a new generation of docum ent image analysis systems.
• For bilevel images, the ro tatio n algorithm requires the conversion of horizontal
run-length d a ta into vertical run-length d ata. T h e operation of conversion on
compressed d a ta is still an open problem, to which a novel solution has been
provided in this work. T he new algorithm is based on th e relative locations of
the coding ru n and the reference run. Since the process of conversion is operated
on run d a ta instead of on single pixel, the processing speed for image ro tatio n
would be considerably improved.
• A general approach and the implementation of some compressed-domain im 
age processing techniques for JB IG compression algorithm has been provided.
In particular, some operations such as com er detection, connected component
extraction, and page segm entation are conducted by applying suggested al
gorithms, which can be further extended to o th er compression m ethods with
certain identical features w ith the JBIG algorithm .
• Applying wavelet analysis to th e field of docum ent segmentation, three types
of texture inform ation, i.e., tex t, picture and background, can be precisely rec
ognized. Cubic B-spline wavelets are chosen as a transform ation tool because
of their useful properties for texture recognition. T he research further suggests
that the HH band of wavelet transform has a special contribution to segmen
tation compared to other frequency bands. Experim entally, the im portance of
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wavelet selection, feature vector form ation, wavelet band selection and decom
position level selection on segm entation have been exam ined and discussed. Seg
m entation experim ents indicate th a t this approach is advantageous over other
traditional m ethods in terms of m em ory space and processing speed.
This research is significant because it provides a comprehensive study of image
processing techniques in compressed dom ain, especially for bilevel document images.
In addition to describing a framework for current research in this area, this work
provides an understanding of factors th a t affect the desired performance. An under
standing of these issues will be useful to build more eflâcient and flexible compression
and processing system s, which eventually make data transm ission, storage and access
m ore rapid, convenient and reliable.
7.2

F uture Work

Possible future directions of this research are as follows:
A. T he new coding scheme proposed in this dissertation is directly appHcable to
document images. It is believed th a t the algorithm can be greatly enhanced if
further investigated. Due to resource and time constraints, experiments were
carried out using lim ited images. Im proving the algorithm to increase the com
pression ratio and implementing it on a more extensive image data set would
be beneficial.
B. The efficiency of the proposed wavelet-based algorithm on images containing text
and pictures was investigated. In practice, a variety of other features, such as
graphics, and tables, can be encountered in document images. Therefore, a
more robust and accurate segm entation algorithm is yet to be developed. The
future work will be concerned w ith extracting more efficient feature vectors
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from multi-level decompositions for fast segmentation, and the resulting effect
on document segmentation should be investigated.
C. Wavelet analysis found a lot of applications in images processing. B u t applying
this technology to document images is a relatively new topic. This dissertation
discussed docum ent segmentation and confined the current investigation mainly
to text extraction. Applying th e concepts presented to other docum ent image
operations such as image similarity estim ation and difficult text segm entation,
requires additional research.
D. Most of the discussions and evaluations assumed normal images w ith no noise or
degradation. However, the real image can be skewed or smeared and characters
can be broken. How to adapt current proposed algorithms to fit in this category
of images would be interesting future work.
This research has addressed the problem of providing techniques for compressed
document images. While this dissertation outlined and evaluated a solution to the
problem of facilitating image transm ission and processing, a num ber of issues clearly
remain unanswered. It is hoped th a t this research will stim ulate additional interest
in the research area of compressed-domain processing.
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